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9.: q-‘*acIJlti= n of Rongelap Atoll appears to be a totally 
senseless action unless the role of the Department of Energy 
in this decision is understood. DOE's involvement could 
subject this Agency to se,v.ere criticism both nationally and 
interca~i0caU.y. 

r 

On I-lay 21, 1985, the first of about 300 people left Rongelap 
Atoll claiming their atoll was not a safe place to live. The 
population was transported to Kwajaleiu Atoll on the 
Greenpeace Ship Rainbow Warrior, the ship that was sunk in New 
Zealand about a week ago. The Rongelap people have been 
disillusioned by what they perceive as contradictory advice 
from DOE on radiation protection, by monitoring results from a 
DOE contractor indicating that whole body exposures have 
increased at Rongelap Atoll (in.a related finding, exposures 
also increased at Enewetak Atoll), by a high exposure 
prediction in a Marshallese/English booklet provided by DOE, 
and by DOE's failure to provide:answers to.questions on their 
total radiation exposure experience. While there were 
undoubtedly other political and legal forces at work, the sum 
total of DOE's failures is a substantial indictment. The DOE 
unnecessarily gave the Rongelap people radiological 
justification to support their leaving Rongelap. 

After almost 10 years of internal strife over who would manage 
the programs in the Marshalls, these responsibilities were 
reassigned from the Office of Environmental Protection, 
Safety, and Emergency Preparedness (EP) to the Assistant 
Secretary-of Defense Programs (DP), and more specifically +O 
the Deputy for Pacific Operations (DPO) of the Nevada 
Operations Office (NV) (see Attachments 1 and 2). 

The complaints about contradictory advice appear to refer to 
advice presented by the DPO at a meeting at Majuro Atoll ia 
December 1982. This advice was confusing and non-specific* 
The Rongelap people were told that they should make their own 
judgments on radiation protection. They were also told that 
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they could eat food that had been restricted for many years 
(see Attachments 3 and 4). To support these judgments, 
information on radiation protection fundamentals was also 
provided in a Marshall&e/English booklet with the intention 
that the people could make educated decisions (see Attachment 
5). Risk estimates, rather than radiation standards that were 
&ortant in the past, would be used for such judgments, 

Whole body exposures on Rongelap Atoll measured by Brookhaven 
National Laboratory (BNL) increased significantly during 1982 and 
were still elevated in 1983. The relaxing of a restriction on 
U3I cf cer+ -ain food from more contaminated islands at Rongelap 
appears to be a contributing factor. In the past, this 
restriction was stated clearly as a prohibition (see 
Attachments 3 and 6).. 

The high exposure.prediction for Rongelap Island residents of 
40a mRem/yr in the Harshallese/English booklet (see page 39 of 
Attachment 51, appears to be an erroneous value not supported by 
whole-body monitoring. 
not be acceptable. The whole-body measurements support an 
exposure less than 100 mRem/yr, provided the food restriction \ 

Such a high chronic exposure level would 

remains effective. This latter exposure is within current 
standards. To my knowledge, this error has never been corrected- 
Attachment 1 contains acute and chronic exposure estimates and 
Attachment g contains relevant radiation standards. 

Questions about past radiation exposures on Rongelap have 
remained unanswered for more than 2 years (see Attachment 1). . 
Though not requested in writing, it is reasonable to assume 
the Rongelapese need a discussion of: 

1. 

2. 

. 

3. 

4. 

The possibility of additional delayed health effects for 
acute exposures received in 1954. 

The additional chronic exposures received since 1957 for the 
highly exposed individuals. 

The chronic exposures since 1957 for those not in the high 
exposure group. 

A comparison of exposures, past and future, with radiation 
protection standards. 

Medical followup and advice has been very good for the 
Rongelapese, but not providing them information on their total 
radiation exposure condition, information that is available, 
amounts to a coverup. The questions the Marshallese have raised 

. . 
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&out radiological conditions in their atolls have not been 
answered satisfactorily by DOE's Marshallese/Enqlish booklet 
that evaluated radiological conditions in the Marshalls in 
terms of risk and cance_r fatalities instead of using radiation 
standards. The Marshallese, to my knowledge, have never 
argued against use of standards or complained that they were 
not applicable. This booklet may be a factor of confusion 
rather than education for the Marshallese. 

The full dimension of the technical aspects of this problem in 
the Marshalls and the reasons for DOE's loss of credibility 
with the Rongelapese, are not well known within DOE. 
Dissatisfaction with the advice they have received reached 
serious proportions in April 1983 when a party of DOE visitors 
were interrupted in a meeting with the people on Rongelap by 
an irate citizen and had to leave the island. The meeting on 
Ronqelap was never resumed and the people's anger and mistrust 
(of UO2) has been-allowed to fester. 

. 

Many of us who have worked in the Marshalls have been 
frustrated by the burdensome dietary restrictions, and we have 
seen the hardships caused by the loss of use of fallout 
contaminated islands. All of this is being imposed by 
application of radiation protection standards mandated by 
Washington bureaucrats. Right or wrong, I. have argued that 
exposures not found acceptable for the U.S. population are 
also not acceptable in the Marshalls, and that radiological 
criteria should be the same from atoll to atoll. This, of 
course, is not compatible with the idea that the population of 
each atoll should make its own judgment. Short of acting 
against Federal policies, or having the Deparment of Interior 
(DOI) mount a successful effort to get an exemption from these 
policies, the DOE appears to have no valid alternative but to 
continue to apply current radiation standards in the 
Marshalls. Turning radiological judgments over to the people 
was a drastic unilateral action. This appears to have been a 
profoundly disturbing experience for some Marshallese and an 
action that undermined confidence in DOE and in the United 
States Government. The new advice that was obviously intended 
to give freedom of choice has backfired. The Rongelap people 
foliowed-the advice they were given, made the judgment not t0 
accept the risk, and left their atoll. 
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Knat has been written about the Majuro meeting (who said what 
and why) is not so important as what the Marshallese heard and 
comprehended. The transcript clearly indicates that the DOE _ spokesman's answers to questions were not compatible with past 
DOE advice and that theMarshallese recognized this and 
objected (see Pages 49 and 50, December 9, Attachment 3). I 
reported this problem to DOE staff and to management of 
Operational Safety--nothing happened, and the Rongelapese have 
underscored this with their rejection of DOE visitors and with 
their later evacuation. Still nothing was done to correct the 
errant advice and to respond to their questions. Now "U.S. 
government officials" are criticizing the evacuation and are 
quoted in the press as stating unequivocally that Rongelap is. 
safe, a question the DPO was unwilling to agree to in Majuro 
(see Attachment 2, December 9, Page 28, and Attachment 2). 

. 
Even though DOE'6 credibility with the Rongelap people may be 
zero, and whether the compact is approved or not, I ruggest 
DOE has hn obligat'ion to correct ObViOU6 numerical error6 and 
to clarify its radiation protection policy in the Marshalls. 
fr the past that policy was to evaluate radiological 
idnditions against radiation protection 6tandard6,to 
recognize that the DO1 is the agency responsible for health 
and safety in the Marshalls, and to look to DO1 for any 
decisions related to health and safety in the Marshalls, and 
for communication of such decisions to the Marshallese. DOE 
looks to the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and to DOI, 

i 
not to the Marshallese, for decision6 on radiological issues 
(see Attachment 10). 

I have identified the problem6 in the Marshall6 but there are 
also contributing factors within DOE in the management of 
programs: 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Mo approved program plan has ever been i66Ued for DOE'6 
radiological protection effort6 in the Marshalls. 

Coordination of radiological protection issues with 
Headquarters' safety staff is almost non-existent. 

Less than adequate utilization of DOE technical resources* 

No liaison vith EPA since 1982. 

No independent overview. 
I 
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Not to cite a lot of problems without any suggestions, I 
recommend that a white paper be developed that clarifies DOE's 
position on radiation protection policy as applied to the 
_Marahalls along with answers to the questions on the total 
radiation exposure experience on Rongelap. A good source of 

- radiological data and advice on these exposures and their 
implications is available at Brookhaven National Laboratory 
(see Attachment 11). Translation into Marshallese would be 
needed, the Environmental Protection Agency should be 
informed, and the paper provided to the Marshallese through 
DOI. 

I further recommend that there is a valuable lesson in the 
creation of this situation that needs to be told. Regardless 
of interests that were served, and certainly not those of the 
Marshallese, from a health physics viewpoint, transfer of a 
unique radiological safety program to DP/NV, a program that 
required a high degree of coordination and cooperation between 
DOE, DOX, and EPA at,the Washington level, was a mistake. 
DP's interest in the program appears to have been primarily 
the altruistic interests of one person who wanted to change 
radiological rules used in the Marshalls, rules that were 
causing hardships through loss of use of contaminated land. 
HP's ignoble interest in transferring the program to DP was 
apparently to get rid of a hot potato, and had nothing to do 
with Safeguard C. The result is a new low in the annals of 
radiation protection standards implemention that should serve 
as a warning to those who follow narrow self-serving 
interests. 

+ L 

Lo3 

K1 if&J 
McCraw 

Health Physics 
Radiological Controls Division 
Office of Nuclear Safety 

. 
Attachment 
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NOTE TO: General Hoovem 
(Signed) 

*ma,s F. cornw*u 
.- FROM: - John E. Rudolph for 

a. 

- SUBJECT: Status of Marshall Islands Program Transfer 

Hr. Roser, Assistant Secretary for Defense Programs (DP), Mr. Trivelpiece, 
Assistant Secretary for Energy Research (ER), and Mr. Vaughn, Assistant 
Secretary for Environmental Protection, Safety, and fiergency Preparednes's 

- (EP) met Nay 13, 1982, to discuss the transfer of the Marshall Islands 
pmgraxts frcm EP to DP. 

o The ER position is that they do not want to manage the programs but 
would be interested in contributing expertise and some funding. 

. 
o Mr. Vaughn sees EP as an oversight office and did not have a prepared 

position with regard to the Marshall Islands. 

o DP considers the programs vital to the U.S. Govemmt. 

It is Mr. Roser's opinion that over the years the programs have been 
poorly managed by EP. If DP gets the programs, a Headquarters task 
force will be imediately established (with representatives from 
EP and ER) to detemine future program policy and direction. 

Mr. Vaughn will have further discussions with his staff this week in 
order to develop an EP position. The action memorandum is still in 
Vaughn's office and once he has staff discussions, he will either 
fomrard the memorandum to the Secretary or have further discussions 
with DP, We will keep you informed. 

DP-224.2:KMorris/jcc:353-5553:5/19/82 

Distribution: 
: Addressee 

lb::: MR File 
lbcc: MA/PS/Chron 
lbcc: MA/PS/Retain 
lbcc: R. Ray, NV 
1 bee: A. B. Siebert, DP-3.1 
lbcc: B. Burr, DP-3.1 

K::: 
B. A. Cooper, DP-221 

: G. C. Facer, DP-226 
ac: 7. McGraw, EP-32 
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Attac.hent 3 

TRAh'SCRIP77ON OF MEETIrlG BETWEEN DDE REPRESENTATIVE 
AND GOVERNMENT @FFICIALS OF THE REPUBLIC OF THE 

MARSHALL ISLANDS AT MAJURO 

DECEMBER 8 AND 9, 1982 

Note: The attached pages were selected from 
a 99 pege transcripton of a tape recording 
prepared’ by Dr. William Bait, of the 
Battelle Pacific Northwest Laboratory. 
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December 8, 1982 

Male Person: How much more have we got to cover? 

Buck: We ate ready to s.tart Chapter 5 and Chapter 6 before the maps. We 

weren't going to go on to each Individual map. 

[Alice continued presentation in Marshallese.] 

TAPE 3, SIDE 2 

Harshallese: I am asking about cancer and birth defects, but primarily 

about cancer. How Rlany. cancers have appeared in the Rongelap population 

since the time of the teiting of the bombs? 

Bair: I don't know. 

Harshallese: So, what is 

Bair: That means that if 

the next 30 years, not in 

would..., if they receive 

the meaning of O.l? 

people, that if people receiving radiation during 

the past, 

radiation 

would not really expect any cancers 

are not saying there isn't a chance 

I don't know how to... 

but during the next 30 years, we 

on Rongelap for the next 30 years, we 

to be caused by the radiation. But we 

that there might be one. The risk is. 

Bair: One possible way; if there uere 10 times as many people on Rongelap, 

If there were 2,000 people today and they 14vtd and had children for the 

next 30 years, then thee might be one person (receiving) having cancer 

caused by radiation. There might be. 

flarshallese: If your figures here reflected the period from the time 

that the bombs were tested for a 30 year period,, ,would YOU be able to make 

an estimate In figures that way? 

27 
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Bair: If I knew the radiation doses, if I knew how much radiation people 

receiwd, yes. But I don't know how much radiation people received. 
. 

Marshal'lese: Could you refer to the report of all the teams that have come 

and visited us and taken samples and examined us and gathered data? Could 

you not look at that? We have been visited. 

Bair-: It might be possible to estimate how many but it would be very 

difficult because you also have to know how much food people ate during 

that period of time. I have no way of knowing. 

Cowan: You make assumptions based upon MLSC and the Battelle Northwest 

diet tn make these brbjections. Couldn't you use the same diet as the 

basis to make projections based on data (unclear)? 

Bait: It is not a Battelle diet it is Brookhaven diet. 

Cowan: Okay, whatever diet, you had to use some basis of food intake to 

mke these projections? 

Bait: You could do that. 

Harsha.llese from Ronae?ao: ? 

gathered in our population at 

.Seattlc and looked into this, 

think that we have had a lots of data 

Rongelap and if you went to the labs in 

probably that could be determined. 

Bait: I think Brookhaven is making a determination on the thyroid; the 

radiation, the amount of radiation t-he thyroid(s) of the peopk have 

received. I don't think-their report is finished yet. 

?larshallese: I'm just wondering. As we've already asked, seriously 1 wish 

that you could tell how many people might have died from cancer from the 

time Of the testing until now rather than this figure which projects into 

the future. 
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Ray: I think the answer, an answer to that question is, yes, a study could 

be done. Our data and amount of information that we would have about those 

earlier days would not be-nearly as complete as what we havenow from the 

1978 time. Nevertheless some estimate could be made. That estimate still 

would only be able to indicate the likelihood that, of those people who 

have died of radiation relateable diseases, some number might be 

attributable to the radiation. 

Marshallese: I feel that this whole book is affecting or applicable to the 

coming generation, the young children, because in the next 30 years my age 

group and older will be gone. So this isn't really a report for us. it is 

maybe a report for them ra'ther than us. And, also, that I detect that the 

results of the infoimation in this book is reporting a time that has much 

less damaging effects, in fact, it almost looks rather clean in comparison 

to the number of years which are not included in this book. And, so from 

my point of view, I don't know that this is.... I would nuch prefer a book 

that gave the entire picture rather than half the picture and the better 

half at that. In fact I hesitate to go forward and say much about this 

book. 

&: Well, I would just like to say again, the purpose of this book, that 

purpose was to provide a basis for informed decisions about future actions. 

That's the sole purpose of the sumey, to determine whether there should be 

recormnendations made for future actions that would protect people In the 

event that we found radiation levels that were of concern. That was the 

commitment that we made some time ago. for this particlrlar purpose. this 

is not the whole story, you are absolutely right. (and) There are many 

reports publqshed that deal with the past. Those are available and as I 

have said earlier, if there are specific questions 1 am sure that we would 

be willing to help with converting those, translating those, fnto your 

language so that they are understandable. That wasn't the purpose of this 

survey. It was to guide future actions. 



Ray: He WE! asking about Jorkan. Do you have It? 

_ 

Robison: Ye, no we don'tbave it.' (background discussion) *We didn't 

calculate the dose for that. 

Buck: Jotian is down from Melu, two islands. 

Robison: Tch, the only thing. Let me look. We didn't calculate a dose 

for that island because that was never given to us as one of the residence 

islands. So I am trying to find here...if we even have... I don't even 

have that name. (Background discussion: No, you didn't do that one. You 

did tlelu.) Ye have no dati on that one. Except we 

data, which I can ehsily tell, it's it's like Melu, 

look at that data first. 

have the external gamM 

but I would have to 

Marshallese: The northern part of Rongelap is the place that they gather 

a lot of their protein sources, you knw, meats from animals. (Alice: You 

say what?) Pigs, crabs, birds. Even though they don't live there they 

like to go and gather these kinds of things from there. 

Buck: Okay, let's have the slides that show these comparisons. And maybe 

that's sort of a good sumnary. I’m not sure we were going to pass these 

papers out. 

[Alice continued presentation in Matshallese.] 

Harshallese: Do you have a safety standard then fa+ these? Wht?re does the 

standard come with hference to these tigures? 

Bair: One comparison is that people in the U.S. who just get radiation 

from background would get about 2500 in 30 years. Which is the number 

right there. 1 

Buck: For any part of the body? 

33 
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December 9, 1982 

Marshalfese: Now I would llke to also, then, repeat the question that I 

asked yesterday. Does this indicate that these atolls are all within safe V' 

standards for people to live and eat the food that is grown on those 

atolls? 

RaJ: We do not normally try to characterize a location as safe or not. It 

is a matter of amount of risk and the amount of risk is set forth here. 
1/ 

Marshallese: It seemed like yesterday the statement was said that actually 

the amount of radiation in the Marshalls is similar to that of other places 

in the world. And so that would indicate that, well people live fairly 

freely in their places., other places in the world, and if we are lfke them, 

that it seems to me.that we ought to have that same desctiption of our 

conditions, that it is safe to be there. And yet, no, we hear that 

actually we shouldn't eat certain things. so you seem to be talking double 

talk. It seems like you say in one statement, we are like other places, 

and in another statement you are saying, no it is different. 

Ra_v: Uhat we are saying is that with the exception of BiLini Island, the, 

all of the locations we have studied, Bikini Island rather than atoll, all 

of the locations we have studied would meet the standards, stay within the 

standards living in those places. However, there are places where choices 

can be made to keep the radiation exposures nf people louer, even, by, for 

example, restricting the intake of food from the northern islands of 

Rongelap. That seems a smart thing to do if there is an alternative and 

them is. 

Senator John: Thank you for your reply and it seems like now that's a 

little different from what I understood you to say yesterday. It sCe!% 

like yesterday you were saying everything was fine and dandy and nOW YOU 

least say, separated Bikini island out. I would like to now ask about 

Enewetak. I would like to ask about that if you dre going to talk about 

Enewetak. And then I would like to be heard again after he's finished. 

at 

28 
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Ray: All right, Senator. 

Senator John: I was inte_rested to hear you say that the island of Bikini 

is different from all of the other islands in these atolls. But now I want 

to ask pointedly, face to face, how about Runit and Enjebi? 

Ray: You are correct, Senator, that I should have mentioned Runit because 

it is a special case. I was thinking of it as an island that is not now 

and has not been intended to be, for some years, a residence island. It 

certainly is an exception, It's not quite the same situation as Bikini but 

all of us agree that residence on Runit would not be advisable. As to 

Enjebi, Enjebi is, has been reported to the people of Enewetak, and the, 

and the dose expectations for living on Enjebi have been reported. It 

falls within this same range, the range of numbers that we're talking about 

here. Bill you can help me with what they are. 

Robison: It is very near the guidelines. It is right around the 

guidelines for that island. 

Q: Enjebi is very close to the guideline, very close to the standards. 

Buck: Close to the standard? 

&: Close to the guidelines. 

Senator John: Okay, mll, I would really like a clarification on Enjtbi 

then. since I have hei& what ycu have just%aid. I understand, tha& I 

know that there has been plenty of-breadfruit planted for experimentation, 

for observation at Enjebi and we are in a situation now where we're hungry. 

Ue have, and there are plenty of ripe breadfruit at Enjebi. Would I have 

your recorrmendation, permission to notify my people that they can eat 

breadfruit from Enjebi, that breadfruit which is grown there and that was 

in a test situation but is ripe and ready to eat and we need it? Ye are 

out of food at other places, so can we go to Enjebi and hawest breadfruit 

there? 
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Ray: Well, I think the answer is clearly, yes you can. But if there are 

substitute locations, substitute sources which would have lower radiation _ 
levels we would recomnen$ that those be used. 

Senator John: Uell, thanks, I'm, I'm glad to hear that, that we can use 

those breadfruit from Enjebi, But it seems funny that you add a 'but' 

right away as soon as you say that, when in actuality we've had a storm hit 

us and we only have very young trees planted on other islands in the atoll 

and, even though they weren't full grown, they had produced some 

breadfruit, sort of out on their trunks almost, not even on the ends of the 

limbs where they usual1.y appear. But they were there, but these have been 

blown away. We really'can't harvest breadfruit from other islands, but 

they are at Enjebi. We got good breadfruit at Enjebi and, so, we don't 

have a choice. You say if we had that choice you would recommend using 

some other. Well, that choice isn't there, but we do have those breadfruit 

there, so, I'm glad to hear, then, that you say we can use those. 

Ray: That's correct. I would like Bill Robison to cement on that. 

Robison: Yes, Senator, we planted the breadfruit and pandanas and coconut 

trees on Enjebi, as you know, as part of our program in order to better 

evaluate Enjebi Island. As pu.knou tie* wme no foods available for US 

to directly measure and we had to predict what we thought the concentration 

would be in food products at Enjebi by knowing what was in the soil. 50 we 

planted the crops, so that we would have samples to directly measure ati, 

therefore, we could make a nurch more precise estimate of the doses on 

Enjebi; And therefore, we need those for samples, and it takes quite a 

number of breadfruit and quite a number of pandanas fruit and a quite a 

number of coconut in order for us to be able to make the analysis we need. 

So we planted those for a purpose and we do need them for a purpose. Me do 

not, we do not need them all but we do need... 1 



Buck for the Marshallese: Oh, I uas just going to say, the meaning of your 

reply, is leave them for us. Don't use them because we need them. _ 
. 

Ray: Well, I'm just saying that we do need a certain number of breadfruit 

and pandanas in order to, to make better evaluations of Enjebi Island and 

if they are all gone then we can't do that. So we need some of them. 

Senator John: I would like there to be a supplement report or additional 

information given than what is in the book and on this, this matter. Where 

in each jrland or atoll is it best to harvest or have food grown and what 

are the amounts of certain foods that would be advisable for us to feel . 

free in eating as opposbd.to.other amounts. Are there some guidelines lfke 

that, because that'infonnation isn't given here and it seems very important 

for us to know? 

Ray: And that is precisely, that is precisely one of the reasons that Bill 

Robison needs to continue the experimentation on Enjebi. That is not 

exclusively applicable to Enjebi. It's learning what occurs in an island 

for application to other locations. as well. 

Senator John: Well, thank you for your reply. I just am still kind of 

marveling at the fact that you have quite extensive data 1n this ~~ti 

from atoll to atoll but I really don't see any concrete reromnendations 

that you have made regarding people's diet. And it seems like that is vmy 

important for us to know. How mtch breadfnrit, how much pandanas? 

Robison: Well, I think again I can repeat uhat was said earlier with the 

exclusion of Bikini and the northern end of Rongelap there is no need ti 

worry, 1 mean you can eat breadfruit and pandanas and coconut from any Of 

the islands in any quantity from the other atolls. The doses we predict 

from that are very low and like we said are no ditferent than, than 

exposures that other people get throughout the world. 

Warshallese: Your number 4 on this map, . ..it seems like yesterday YOU 

said everywhere is fine, permissible for people to live and take their food 
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from every place, any place on the map and of course non you are saying 

well the northern part of Rongelap would be treated differently and Bikini 

island itself. Uell, ne see other fours around and so I am confused by the 

information you are telli:g me right now. It seems like it has changed 

from what you said. Yesterday, it seems like it was fine anywhere, now you 

are saying, well, anywhere but those places and yet that doesn't correspond 

to what the map reflects. 

all right? 

Robison: Well, we didn't 

everywhere. That clas not 

What does 4 here mean? Is four all tight or not 

say yesterday that it was okay to use foods from 

what was said. I am saying now that except for 

the northern part of Ron$e.lap and Bikini, that the other atolls that wee 

part of the survey,'they're fine. I mean you can tat all the breadfruit 

and pandanas that you want from those places and the doses we estimate are 

very low. The "four" numbers you see, once again remember, Phil, that 

designates a range and it doesn't mean that an island that has a 4 is 

necessarily the exact same number. It just means that they are in a range 

somewhere and they can be different. 

Senator John: I have futiher questions, ‘later on, but I will defer MU to 

others and I am just concerned though, too. I feel I am a bit confused and 

therefore 1 am fairly certain that people on the outer islands will bt 

perhaps as confused as I Am and, even more, with this kind of explanattfon 

that we are heating, 

Buck: There is 6 hand over there. 

Ray: I ianted, if f may, to go back to Senator Ishmael John's, question 

about Enjebi and I want to leave that. Recognizing that you do have a 

problem because of the recent storm, and because things are not yet 

producing on the southern islands, we would not recommend against your 

supplementing the diet on the southern islands by borne foods taken from 

Enjebi. On the basis of any radiation concern we would not recommend 



aqaimt that, or any health concern. But we would plead with you, to not 

destroy the 8 years of work that has gone into trying to understand what's 
M 

going on there by, by taking all of the crops off Enjebi. . 

Senator John: ?4ay I reply to that? Uell, then, I just want to remind you 

that the first part of this year, I believe, DOE sent their ship up, and we 

had a body count of our population or, you know certain of our people. And 

some people who had not showed contamination before, or at least a certain 

amount, that had risen and so we were asked, those people were asked, 'Well 

have you been drinking coconuts from Enjebi?" "Yah!" "Have you eaten some 

breadfruit from Enjebi?" "Well yes." "Well then that is why your body . 

count has risen." And so -look, .we have already been told that and now you 

are saying that we ran go do that. And yet that, it is obvious that we are 

gonna, our body counts are going to rise, because if we go and do that. 

Ray: That is absolutely correct. It will rise, you would expect that, and 

that is one of the reasons we have the whole body counting program, in 

order that we can anticipate and see before that rise becomes a matter of 

concern. All of us have a fluctuation in our whole body count throughout 

oh life. This is occurring all the time. I would compare it, Senator, 

mith your doctor who may put you on the scale and weigh you periodically. 

If he has put you on a diet, I am not speaking of you of course, this would 

not apply to you, but if your doctor should think that someone was gaining 

too narch weight, he might put him on a diet and make some recarmendations 

to him and then he will periodically weigh him. And if he finds that he is 

getting too heavy, too fat, he will make some new recorroendations. The 

whole bqdy counting is-vtry much like that. We use the whole body_rounting 

to monkor what's happening in t& population and the fret that we Come 

back and yes, your number has risen, does not necessarily, does not mean 

that there is any expectation of illness from this, but it may mean that We 

would suggest that you try to change your diet some and not let that 

continue, not let it rise continuously. 

&: Is there another question over here? Yes, sir. 



R~J: It's right here. 

Robison: The small one d-own here. 

Buck: ENEJA. And he says there is another one there which we haven't 

named. Two of them in that area. 

Buck: Oh, just that one. 

Robison: Okay thank you. I just wondered which one he was speaking of. 

Ray: I'm sure we don't'have any explanation for that. 
. 

(B air: It's not radiation, Roger,) 

Ray: We can say with considerable confidence that there doesn't seem to be 

any plausible radiation explanation for it. 

Marshallese: I am asking regarding an island in the Rongelap atoll and I 

am to understand that you say that'the northern part of Rongelap iS 

hazardous? 

Ray: What we have said is, that the foods that might be gathered from 

northern islands of Rongelap have radiation levels considerably higher 

the foods, similar foods from the southern islands. And that given a 

the 

Man 

choice ue would recomnend against using the foods from the northern islands 

as an ifaWrtant part, as a large part of the diet. 

Buck: Uould you explain what kinds of foods 4s it tiat we should steer 

away from, that are raised in the northern part of the atoll? 
4 

(Robison to Ray: I don't think we steered away from any of them.) 

__ 
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Robison: I think we can ta'lk about it just in general teFms that if, ff 

you consume breadfruit, pandanas fruit, coconut or coconut crab, or papaya 

or banana, whatever mightbe there, If you consume those products from the 

northern part of Rongelap they will have a higher amount of activity than 

those from the southern part of Rongelap. The doses 

those products are identified in the booklet and are 

for example, but if you do consume the products from 

up in the north, you will have more activity in your 

you consume those from the southern part. So we are 

are better off using the ones from the southern half 

That doesn't mean that there can't be occasional use 

products if it is absolutely necessary. 
. 

we estimate even from 

below the standards, 

that end of the atoll, 

body than you wilt if 

just saying that you 

most of the time. 

of the northern 

Harshallese: I feel that the explanation just given, can be confusing to 

our people. To say you may eat from those islands, but it would be wiser 

to have most of your diet come from the south. Because just saying this, 

that you may eat from those islands, ue take to mean you may eat there. 

And SU, people would tend to then go and just indiscriminately take a lot 

ftom that, that the word is out that it is all right. The added clause, 

'but take tare," or 'it's better to eat more from south,‘ almost confuses 

the issue. It would better for you to say it is much better for you not to 

eat those things. Or even to say don't tat them. Because once you say you 

can but take care, that's where we got a mixed message, and I think that 3s 

confusing to have that kind of an explanation offered. 

Ray: Uell, Senator my doctor tells me that I need not stop eating cggt f..r 

breakfast. But he tells me that I would be wise to eat no more than 

perhaps7 eggs a week-and it is that sort of thing that we are ttying to 

impress here. that, if you have a choice and have an ample diet, adequate 

food from the southern islands from Rongelap, then in the long run you are 

better off to not eat foods from the northern islands. At the same time if 

there 4s a shortage of food on the southern islands, we don’t want to say, 

"don't eat it at all," because you don't have food on the southern islands. 

It is a matter of how much and how often and for how long. If there is a 

A7 



better way to express that, we need help from the leaders of the comnunity 

_ ruch as you, in expressing that in ways that Will be understandable to the 

people. . 

Harshallese: Could we say that this would be accurate and penissfble or 

recommended? That if you have no food if there is no possibility of having 

food from the southern islands, then it is all right to eat from the 

northern islands? Would that be, would that be good to say? That, and 

there ultimately is no harm in eating that food since you don't have any 

from the southern to use. 

. 

&: Well, I would surely say that is right. If you have no food on the 
. 

southern islands presumably you will starve to death unless you tat 

something. And if there is food on the northern islands that prevents 

that, then certainly that would be a recommended temporary solution. All 

that we are suggesting is that to the extent that the circumstances permit, 

the bulk of the diet should come from the southern islands. But people 

need not be fearful if, for one circumstance or another, caught overnight 

in a storm in the northern islands, or a shortage of some partialat food 

in the southern islands, that they‘consume some food from there. It’s not 

an abrupt difference. It is a matter of degree. 

Harshallese: I'd still like to just kind of think of examples of what 

might be the situation. I think I am correct in saying that the people 

feel that the northern islands fend to have more of abundance of let's Say 

crabs and birds, things of this sort. SO, if a people wet-e to go and eat a 

thicken ..or a bird (I guess thatwoul d be a bird) or a crab a day up thete. 

is that a problem then if they did that? (So I ask, "A day, one day out of 

a month?" And he says, "No, each day.") 

Ray: Do you want to try that one, Bill? 1 

(Robison to Ray: No, because we are in a continuous living pattern. 1 

don't know what to say about that...) 



(E: And that plane flight would be anywhere not just because it was 

flying in Harshallese air?) _ 

(N: That's right. An; plane flight.) 

klarshallese: Yell, it Is unfortunate that you had to receive greater 

radiation because of a trip here, to meet with us, on the other hand we 

know that you made the trip because of something that your government did 

in our islands and you came to make this explanation to us and meet with us 

and we are grateful for your concern and willingness to accept that 

increased radiation as a result of the trip. I see a difference in your 

example, though, because this is something that by choice you have done and 

in a sense we're not sure what our choice is because we would rather have 

not had our islands contaninated in this way. And yet they are by people 

other than ourselves, by a choice that was not ours, and so we are faced 

with this condition. And so I'm just concerned now about our people and 

this choice is forced upon us. You did it of your own free will. But with 

us it is a forced choice now that we have to make, or situation we have to 

deal with. And I think that is a bit different but we understand your 

explanation. 

Ra_v: Well, we too feel that it is PY)st unfortunate that Rongelap was 

contaminated. That was not by our own free uill, it US as a rtsuIt of an 

accident, Uhat we are talking about here is I think the choices that now 

exist and the Senator was asling, 'Is it appropriate b tell people they 

rmrst not go to the mrthem islands or is It appropriate to say they may, 

freely ?" Uell it is 'somewhere in betveen and there are..., that'ithe 

value judgment that I wanted to address. 

Robison: The practice throughout the world in radiation protection iS that 

even though 500 mrem is an acceptable level that governments work with, if 

there is any practical way to stay below that level even though they say 

that's a level you can, you know, go up to and around. if there is any 

practical way to stay below that, they do it. And what we are saying here 



Ra_v: There is, I think not, a yes or no answer to the question. And, the 

_ portion of t!! diet that comes from the northern islands, as that portion 

increases, the radiation dose to that person increases. If all of the diet 

comes from the northern islands, that still is not a great catastrophe. 

But things can be better if none of it canes from the northern islands, So 

it is a matter of degree. And there are choices to make if there are 

benefits such as a better diet or a JNJIY! delicious diet from going to the 

northern islands than confining to the southern islands. There is a choice 

that the individual must make or the Corrmlil'L:d must make. Perhaps you 

would translate that and then cume back to me. 

. 

(Buck to Ray: I have a question.) 

(Ray to Buck: Okay, I wanted to continup there.) 

Rpy_: In coming here, Senator, to present this report all of us have as you 

know, have flown an airpjane from the mainland. And because of that flight 

we have been exposed to radiation much hiyher than we would have been, ., 
appreciably higher than ue would have been had we stayed home. By being up 

at high altitudes we get more radiation than had we been on the ground at 

home. The amount of radiation that all of us received just coming here for 

this visit is not very different from the increase in radiation that your 

Rongelap person worrld have by your daily increase in diet from the nodem 

islands over six weeks. Our one trip here might equate to a month or six 

weeks of this increase diet from Rongelap. Me derive some benefit from 

that. It is important to US to be here so we accept that additional 

radiation, knowing that St is an additional tislt to us, because there qt 

something that needs to be done here or that we want to do, that we l?ke to 

do. Similarly, if it is important enough to go to the northern islands and 

expand the diet, there is some additional risk, we believe the risk is 

small and the risk is described in this booklet. .Nevettheless, we cannot 

say that there is no increased risk from eating food from the northern 

islands. 



Bait: It is the number shown on the chart for Rongelap. 

Marshallese: Point 6 mean? not, it doesn't even mean one person. It is 

less than one person for a 30 year period! 

Ray and Bair: Right. 

flarshallese: What about fish, sea life? Either ocean or lagoon at 

Rongelap? What about them? Is there any problem with that? 

Robison: Ye have measured the sea life, the radionuclide concentrations in 

the sea life at all the iagoons and in the ocean at all the Northern 

Marshalls and we have found no place that we would recommend that you are 

not able to fish. The marine products, be it the lagoon or the ocean, have 

low levels of radioactivity in them. In fact we find that the radionuclide 

concentrations in the fish at the atolls here in the Marshalls are really 

about the same or less than what we see in fish in the United States, in 

the United Kingdom, Britain and Japan. 

Marshallese: She'llfish. Like clams and crabs. What about these in the 

Rongelap islands? 

Robison: The concentration.., 

Buck: He says fish obviously swim around and move. Yhat about these 

things that are not as mobile? 

Robison: The szn~ thing fs basically true of the clams, the 6ig clsms and 

the smaller variety and the lobster. They're very low level and there 

is . ..you know... 

Watshallese: I just think that It would please me if you as experts In the 

field and the scientists who have studied all of these and are familiar 

with the significance, the way these things affect us, you, it seems to me 

40 
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to have tne authortty to really be specific and say either, "don't use 

these foods from the northern part," or 'yes, it Is all right for you to 

use these things." Ye don't have that capability, that understanding of 

the situation, so it 1s hard for us to be, consider ourselves the authority 

on this. But you are, and so, that word, it seems to me, needs to come 

Ra_v: Yell, we certainly 

wish to keep your radiat 

foods frocl the northern 

if you wish to keep your, 

could make a very positive statement that If you 

ion dose as loh as possible then, do noteat any 

islands. 111 j11st the same way we could say to you, 

, risk of lung cancer to an absolute minimum do not 

from you. 

buy or,nspke any more cigarettes. Or ue could say if you do not, we could r 
say if you do not wish to die in an airplane crash do not again ride fn an 

airplane. It has been our choice, instead of that, to try In the best way v/ 

we know how, to describe to you the amount of risk that you take In making 

your own choice about radiation in your environment. We recognize that 

this is very difficult, it is difficult for us to explain, it is difficult 

for you to comprehend. But, we do not want to be rule makers, we do not 

want to be saying you may not or cannot do these things. We hope to 

continue to describe to you and explain to you how these risks rrlatt to 

other things that yw are accustomed to, and hope aen that you can make 

your own judgements, 

Matshalltse: BefoR your 1978 survey, we were given a statement and it was 

perfectly clear and that was, 'you shouldn't eat crabs from the northern 

islands in Rongelap.. Now that is a clear statement, we understand that. 

How it s,crms like your saying, "well, sure you can, if you choose, Wane 

a day or s-thing like that.' Is that a, am I heaying you clearly that 

that has now changed ? Yhat you are saying today is different than what you 

told us before the '78 survey? 

I 

Ray: I think we are trying to say it in a way that provides greater 

understanding rather thtrn rules. :'rcnk:or Bales said earlier that it would 

be better and easier if we would simply say do, or do not. If it is at all 
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possible we wu?d like not to be in the position of telling people what t/' 

they must or rhould do but rather of informing them of the degree of risk 

and permitting them to accept risk if that is their choice and to control 

their own lives rather than asking us to control them. So, perhaps the way 

we are saying it is different. It is very easy to say that we can avoid 

excess radiation exposure at Rongelap by not eating coconut crabs, at all, 

because there aren't many on the southern islands and they are on the 

northern is1 ands. We would choose not to dG that but certainly if the 

council, the people at Rongelap, should aant to make that decision it is 

much more, they have a much greater righi; tt, dG that than we do. 

de8rum (in English): I was'taken by your explanation that . . . I didn't pay 

any attention... Let'me try it the best way I can. (Oscar translated the 

above into Harshallese) 

Marshallese: I think I detect one of the reasons these kind of questions 

are coming up, is that the people have their own council and also solve 

other sources of scientific data or doctors that come to check them and 

sometimes that they have asked well what were you told by the DOE people 

and then they say, well that's inaccurate or that's certainly not to,t%ey 

are misleading you or deceiving you. And so, that is why we are really 

puzzled. This makes for a lot of misunderstanding, so it is difficult MY 

for US to mally know what to do when we get that kind of information from 

different sources, so, I think that is one of the reasons why we at-e having 

these questions. 

& Yell, if that's the case it seems to me eat this is a very uhole~ome 

exchange ;nd that we should and do encourage a discussion with those 

advisors, those council members, those experts. And, we have freely made 

available to any legitimate representatives or advisors of the people, all 

of the infonmtion that we have. We welcome their iadvice and you know In 

the case of the Bikini people we cooperated extensively with the coUnselot5 

and advisors that they retained. 4nd ;lro st;nC, certainly, willing and 

ready, and these documents are available, as I said earlier this morning, 
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&: Could we go on to another and come back to Dr. Bair? 

. . 

Marshallcse: What I want to bring up, now, is sort of different from what 

we have been discussing, because that we now understand that this book was 

prepared with detailed Information regarding the conditions for the 300year 

period following the 1978 survey. And I have a feeling that people who are 

involved and live in that period are to be considered fortunate to have 

this document, now, that explains SD much of what will be effective then. 

My concern or my question now really revolves around those that have been 

affected prior to that year, just what can be done for them? Is there any, 

I suppose compensation . ,.is there any help, is there anything to tell them? 

Any information for them dbout their condition, because this book you say 

definitely is not addressed to them? 

%: That is correct. Well, there are other publications that have come 

out from time to time ever since 1954 on the condition of and the 

consequences to those people. There are numerous publications on those 

subjects and the matter of their future and compensation has been a part of 

the negotiations.between our two governments over the past many months. We 

ate not prepared to really discuss that subject here. There are other 

forums where that is being discussed and we have no real authority to come 

And talk about it here. This visit has A different purpose. 

tlanhallese: I want to ask about Kwajalein And Rongrik (did he say?) and 

KwAjalein and Rongrik; what about the radioactivity that may be involved Of 

incurred by the missiles that are being tested? Is there an increase (or 

ts this, increase or decrease) increase in the radioettivity in those 0ll0 

places, Rongrik and Kwajalein, from the missile testjng? 

&: We are not even indirectly responsible for the missile activities at 

Kwajalein. Those are Department of Defense, Department of Army activities. 

But I am not aware of any radiation consequence of those missile launches. 

There are to the best of my knowledge no significant amounts of radioactive 

materials that are involved in those, in those missile launches. 

t7 
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Melele ko Retdbrak jen Jofiok ko 
iio 7978 

Eiafie 233 armij tej jokwe ionenen Rongelap im 
rndfia m&M in ailih kein ko wbt jen ionene: 

Sci&st to rej antone bwe lotian radiation eo 
eiaptata im judn armij ema,roh bwelen bbkc 
iumin judn yib jcn atom ko reradioactive im rar 
walok jen ien kdkdmm~lmel eo an United States 
ej 400 millirem. Ak joBan radiatton to elaptata 
ekka an judn armij marotT bwelen beke enal drik 
jen johan in. Johan radiation in ej driklok $6 

otemjej, betab ekanuij in rumwij an driklok. 

Jofi?n radiation to iolap (average) eo elaptata im 
judn armij emaroh bwelen bdke ilo yi6 kern 30 rej 
itok ej 2500 millirem iio jabrewdt m&tan ko ilo 
enbwin. im 3300 millirem ilo wdt nonnonmej. 

. 

Ilo yi6 kein 30 rej itok, scientist ro rej ant&e bwe 
emarofi wor 10 armij remarod mij jen nafiinmij in 
cancer ko rej walok jen un ko jet ijellokin 
radiation eo ej itok jen ien kbkbmmalmel kin 

. atomic bomb ko. lnnem emaro?i bar kobatok 0.1 
fi6n 0.6 oran ro remaroh mij ilo yid kane rej itok. 
jen cancer ko rej walok jen radiation eo rej bdke 
ilo yia kein 30 rej itok. jen ien kbk6mmalmel kin 
atomic bomb ko. 

Ho yib kein 30 rej itok. scientist ro rej antone bwe 
emarofi wor 60 ajiri rej lotaktok kin naiiinmij ak 
utamwe walok jen un ko jet ijellokin radiation eo 
ej itok jen ien k6k6mm8lmel kin atomic bomb ko. 
lnnem emarofi kobatok 0.007 fidn 0.1 oran ajiri 
to renaj bwelen lotaktok tokelik kin utamwe. 
walok jen radiation to jineir ak jemeir rej bdke ilo 
vie kein 30 rej itok. jen ien k6kbmm~lmel kin 

_ atomic bomb ko. 

. 

Elafie armij renaj eta1 &Tin Namen ak Me/u jen 
ionenen Rongelap, im mafia mi3rU ko jen ene 
kern rue. emaron tarrin ruo alen an laplok johan 
raaiation co rej bdke ilo air bed ijo. 

lnfomwion Rut War awn Obtained from the Mm 

M~0eml979 

. 

ElarSe armij renaj jokwe ion Eneaetok im jab 
ionenen Rongelap. irn&rnaha mdM in ail_i?i kein ko 
wbt jen Eneaetok. jotian radiation eo rej bdke 
enaj bwelen ja jonan eo w&. 

- ----_..._ __ 
ElatTe armij renaj eta1 ndn Naen jen ionenen - _-- 
Rongelap. im mdiia m6na ko jen Naen. emaroti 
tarrin lalim alen an laplok jonan radiation eo 
remaron bwelen Wke ilo air bed ijo. 

-. - 
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BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL lAE 

ASSOCIATED UNIVERs 

ORATORY 

iiTlES. INC. 

w vork 11973 

Xr. Roger Ray 
btputy for ?aclfie Operations 
~partmcnt of Energy 
Nevada Operations Office . 
?.O. box 11100 
ka Vegas, ltv 89110 _ 

Daar Roger: 

I ua tntloring the July 1982 Field Trip Report and a eumputcr priatout 
of individual body-burden data. The report is a sumnary of our activities and 
a cowtntary an the grouped data resulting from the July bfobaray mlrsion. 

Ihc co=putcr printout 18 a compilation of historical and up-to-data 
direct vholc-body counting data on the Rongtlap pcoplt. The individual data 
me arranged alphabetically and grouped according to sex and age. This report 
md printout document recent results of the Harshall Islands Radiologfcal 
Safety Program. 

If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call. 

Sincerely, 

Edvard t. Lttrard 
Progrrn Director 
Marshall Islands Radiological 

Saftty Program 

cc: 8. Ad-8 
J. U. baum 
C. B. Xclnhold 
t. ?¶cCraw/ 

I 

, 
” 
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co&zmtd by ftllout kw Faclfic mclttr trrting, 

rroaftorirp 8 uboh-body countiq, \~1int, bretrt ailk, 

pouaa tms ptrfomd during J"Iy 1982. Bimray bta 

One) firm tbt rrridcntr of hangclap Atoll, tbt fogmer 

unlf tnd from umffcctcd individuala at Kajuro Atoll 

At prt of tbfr 

trd ftul ttapllng 

are obtained (WCC Table 

rerldcotr of Bikini 

wb voluattcrsd to be 

part of b coplriao popuhtion. ‘Zffrctive dote qJvalant l 88esIIPtnt8 for 

fohtbitantr of tbit region tie b be mtdc hred on these data and prior 

~tsurrsent8. 

Ihc attached cmputtr printout four contain the directly measured body- 

burden dttt for Ct-137, 1: 3941, Co-60 ad M-207 obttintd in July 1982. 

Eirtoric body badens of puat-tnitting nuclldts trt alao insludtd. Far- 

ticipantr in the who&-body countirrg propan included persons above five yetrs 

of tgc. haa eraltterr mrc detected by using a chair-geapctry VtPle-body 

counter, 8 carPputtrbarcd multichannel tqlyztr, td A Sodlw fodidc detector. 

.Ibe apctrt frti the VtPlt-body comtiag mtamurmenta uert rtored 

dlrks trd tre retainuI tt the kbortmry. 

liven to c8ch par&m after verification of 
. 

Uholt-body counting results frm this trip 

A cmplete bodpburdcn 

the current thlt-body 

have been verified 8Isd 

on mqnttic 

bi8tory -t 

comt. 

we rt entered- 

into the col?puteritrd body-burden dttt bare. Tlw tables rhowing lndlvfdull 

b@J burdtar art t=ncrttd frm thh data hme. Repliettt countix$g, 

point-mourct counting, hckgrourrd rrruretntr and other quality control 

~~aturts were made fo l usure proper calibrttioo of the ryrtm, ani to 

facilftatt the lntcrprccttfop of rpctrt. 
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Tht r=rryt dult Ult bqtlap bodyburdta for Cs-137 rote 562 frm 

1982.. - man dub ftmdt Cs-137 bty burdtn iocrttttd ll2 fra 6.9X4 
f 

-(O.U UU) Lo fdX2q (0.21 IJCi); the ult dolrutnt body burden rWtd at 

6.W iOJ7 IJU); tb ftdt ddttctnt hod, burdco drcrttsd UX frd; 9.3~89 

(0.25 St) to 8.X4 (0.22 UCiI; for ult chfldrtn it increased 9X frm b.aw 

(O.lluCi) to b-btbq (0-12VCi) 8ad for fable cbirdcn it incrttstd $22 from 

3.a~~ (0.093uCi) to 6.XBq (0.17uCi). Ovtrtll, tbt population ahibitd a 

1.U per moth rim ia Ca-137 body burden dmiw th July 1981 to Jmt 1982 

inttntl* Zhfs follon tn apptrtntly &Aunt body burdtn (0.K ptr month 

ritt) of Ca-137 dutix tbt prtvfour fvtnq fou; moth fnttzwl, August 1979 fo 

bgurt 1981 mmi l coratant dccllnfng body burden from tht early 1960.8 mtil 

1979 (met htph One). This recent fncrtart my h8vt resulted fr11888 

ttldng of rtttrictioas to the oorthtrn itkndt of Ebngthp Atoll as a tourct 

of tocomt 8 8nd coconut cr&s. 
. A swry of tht bqtl8p Atoll residents' 

Jwt 1982 wtrtgt Ca-137 body burden ft givei in Table Tvo. * 

IRt affective dose tqrdvsltnt rttt on Jdy 10, 1902 frm ganmr mitteni 

V&S estimated for tsrious tvtrtgt body musts (ttt Itilt Three) for prtons 

ttSidlq tt Rmqtl&p Atoll. There body wstts rtprtstnt the mtan body asss of 

t6t adult, dolttctnt, and fuvtoflt groupt. The nuclldt CI-137 

~rtsetst portion of tht total tfftctfvt dote equivtltot rate. 

dart qUivtftnC rrci frapl b-60 tad 11-207 wts, utimated to be 

h10'6 Sv aa (0.5 ucp ptr 7-r) am3 vat hted on tht mininwa 

contributes the 

Tilt tfftctivt 

less th8n 

dt ttct ion Unit 

of thr dlrtct VtPlt-body tomating tpttm. zh act (natural btckgrouad tub- 

trutd) attnul tfftctl~t dose-equivalent rat is also rtkortad in rab~c 

2 



psttrrrr of tk population at BoqtlAp Ato& 
_. __. 

- .re 

%X rfftctfrt dose-qulvaltnt rate frarp fBttIX&l C8-137 iocruatr am body 

YII dccrurtr (ott Iabk Thrrt). Thi8 OCCur8 kuu8i the incrurc fB 

rpcif lc activity rhlcb rrrultt tin body USI dtcrtutr mre than offrttr the 

doefiat in the WUBt of PbtOB energy absorbed by the body. This effect, ir 

-It ~OBOU5Csd iB tht iXlfant. study+g the diet of the ixlfarlt 8d mt~ruring 

C8-137 l ctiriq in breast rilk virl pruvidt fnfDmtiOB fo drtemint th dore 

oquiratnt for prmna bo young to prtfeiptc in th prmmel rprritorhg 

program kCeBt rtuult8 for current l x! prwioum1y coUectd brtart milk 

tmpitt art rumsarited in Ttblt Four. Iht con8lsttnt r8tio bctuetn activity 

in breast milk mxi body burden vL11 allow l messwnt of infant’s Cs-137 dose 

quiralent bared on his tDr lc body-burden data for the mother. 

An a8at8swBt of the 1982 annul ccanittad effective dorc qulvaltnt at 

lbngtlrp Atoll is given for the 8vtr8gt adult In Table Five. The 8ctlvlty 

intake data for St-90, Fe-55, ani Co-60 were haed on atropoLtioa of prior 

body-burden and urine l nltytts data, and a Pathematical model dtrcribing the 

declining confimmur intake ptttrn vhkh was ahibitad in the E.oagtl.tp 

popuhtion prior to 1981. Bi-207 activity was below our minimm detection 

~imfts, thu8, the b&et 00 tOt8l cumitted effective dose eqtivaltnt ir 

insi@fiunt. lhc iotakr for Ca-137 ua~ bared oa the 1981 arid 1982 fltld 
. 

ra*tLTmtntI 8ad l utbcaaticrl r,dtl for iocrurirrg tontimiopm intake. The 

total affective dote qUiVdCBt of 6.1x10-' Sv (61 xrem) for th calendar ytrr 

1982 ir kmr thn the SxlF' Sv (500 arccp) maul lfmit rccaarundcd by the . 

Inttmrtlonrl hirrfon on lhdiologicll hottction (ICRP hbUc8tion 26) 
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for iodirtdurl _~XS of the pplrtl publfc. The hightrt frdfoidrvl dult 

cdttd rffrctfve dart oqulraknt ( ID 11160) n8 88tlPrtmd to be 
_ 

l.r~lO-' h (140 PID) durixag the dtrdtr year 1982. 

_ . 
= shifty of tbt h-239,240 data urd ta tttbttt tbt body brrr&n at 

Roqt~p Atoll in 1973 hd ken coafdtrd prwioualy by tn d tmc emmltftt 

of the Energy Icatarch l rd Development Agency. Tht ckdttet concluded fht, 

becaur of the porribillty of contminatian of tbc urine tad feul rrapltr, 

the btr vtre u3ct~8ln. To dtttrmlnt the mttnt of 8taplt contmlnrtion l d 

to l atiYtt a hckgramd kvtl of ha :in there ampler, wine Ed fetal taaphr 

mre collectad during the July 1982 ficld trip frap OK, groups of prlorrr not 

li+iq on contrpinattd l toU.8. The fomtr Blkinianm prwfdtd l xaplcr for 

thtrt l tudlts &I did l (r# current 

Po~gtltp vF11 prwldt l n es rlmtt 

tirow urcrrocnt of the tfftctivt 

rcridtntr of Mtjuro Atoll. bUectioaa 8t 

of body burdtn during 1981 aad 1982 t& 

dose equioAnt rlnct rthtbitrtion of tht 

8bII in 1957. Tbt losg man rttidtwt the of RI-239,210 in the body will 

allow for urtrrment of effective dose equivalent to tht formtr Bikini 

rcrldeatt hilt lf~fng 8t Bikini Atol.1 hsed on tk &aaLysfs of rtctntlp 

colkcttd rtnpltr. 

. Th Cs-137 body burden of the forrntr Bikini Atoll residents is nov em- 

tittictllp indirtfnguishtblt from the ccoptrimn poputtion rrlws obtained at 

?bjWO Atoll (8tt %-i-k -0). 'Ihe- former Bikini reridtntr bvc the lowest 

CP137 pop&rim body burdtn (EC Graph W) out of the four 8tOll popa&- 

tiom currrntiy uidtr rtudy. iht iocrttrfap; C8-137 body burdens at l&q&&p, 

Utirfk 8ad brcuerak hply that rocir phtnaotnt influenced tie eftvtt$on of 

Ca-137 in tbc diet. The otntmtd Ccccllae fn tht former Bikinian body burdens. 

UM l nticfpsted bared on th value for the long-tern biological turnover rate 

co~taat for Co-137. 
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Tht 8leratlDn of CD-137 in tht 

oat of th l Ortbcrn islAnds pid the pottntirl body bur&n frm thfr tourtt ray 

be l kfcfptd to rite wer th aat wveral'years. At loqtkp Atoll, the 

rprthrn bland Eon ia ume 20 CO 30 tirr uat tontasfnatcd tith Q-137 

raLat$m b tbc fdditd rPuthrnlrl8d,brrgttp. ihtw~naposurt r8rt 

at ken Isknc! is currently 8fmll.u to tht ob8errd at bngtfap Irtnd 

8h-y af tcr tthabi ration in 1957. h8dq the urUCtrly event of havy 

dtpndtnct on the aotthna ishads for food, oat right l ticiptt the adult 

m*n bdy burdtn8 rimi% to about I8riBq (0.S uC1) over th mat year or 10. A 

m&man of SRBq (1.5 UC%) right’ be anticipated in tnp rlrrglt indlriudal. It 

is mrt prohbk tht tbc e-tern, uwtbcrrl ad nort'bcarttrn frlrxlr VU1 cow 

time CO bc ased for food production l td If the aodm-n 1 studs art included,. 

the mtr8ll result may be l incrttrt in tht duff mean body burden to prhrps 

llmq (0.3 UCi). Thtw utlsattr on the future adult body burdtna of C8-137 

art hsed on atrqoktion of direct body burden meamremtnts. This mttbd is 

not rrry accur8rt btyod about 8 yc8r after the krt m8surtmtnt l nd 18 rub- 

jcct b rarlatfian which ir directly rehtd to the d8lly int8kt of rdfo8ctivt 

material. 

l Tables Sir l rd Stvtn contain qullty control rtrdtr rdrtd to the 

prtcltion and wcuracy, of the u)IDlt+ody cotrating system. The ueuracy of the 

vhol,t-body count for C8-137 ~88 tstiaatd to k about plum or mirrur 10X baaed 

on polat l ourCt COtmtlng. The precision -8 tithin plus or afmus 102 b88td on 

replicate couLI tr* IRole body cOunt8 for C8-137 l bmt th pi&m detction 

Udt rod for X39-11 utrt usd fo l sthtt prtcirion (8tt hblt Stpcn). The 

eaaprimn btNttn result8 frfa rysttm one or 8ystm tuo ~88 ds0 &ttmind 

5 
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Ubok Body buntr 329 

urine sulplts 

?tcd ssmpltr 

nilk suBplts 

able tit 
. 

July 1982 Surrey Swry 

..- . . SW 

Imbtr of 
bplta 

237 * 

14 

3 

&dy#tr . stJtU6 

ammJ =A- for fi.smioa 
and acrlvatioo prodoctr, 
aad mturallp occurirg 
w lidts . 

w BUna Iamt 8s rbovt, 
rrr?iochdcil 8atlytts for 
h-239.240. 

Ltultr tnclottd 

ltrsultr in 
approrimately 

one year 

lcrultr in 
rpprqXl.nAttly 
oat year 

hzaa kns, radiochaical. 
aPd tltntntrl tndyrts 

Rtaultt tnclortd 

i 
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Table tlva I , I , . l _i’ : 
. 

;I* l I 
.'i 

tstirrta of tote1 Annuel Corittcd tffrctivo Doso 
I 

-: 
. 

tquivmlcnt At Ron8clrp Atoll Dutina 1912 . 
! . 

. . 

. 

Mm 
Man-Made Activity Inteke 

source of Dutina 1982 
lhiirt Ba (CtCi) 

Intemml Q-137 3.3110’ (8.9x10-‘) 

Interm St-90 1.6~10~ (4.2x10-‘) 

fntcrnrl le-W 1.4r103 (3.8x1o-2) 

In term1 Co-60 3.bx10-s(l.0~10-9) 

tatcrnml N-207 l ID 

Intcrnml Pu 239,240 ID 

Ret trrtrmml trporure - 

to tml ?trn-Hmdm 

Connlttcd Effective 
Doee tqulvaltnt 

Sv (mrca) 
January 1, 1982 Ikctmber 31, d982 

bq (BJCi) . Eq (pC1) 

4.5x10-’ (4.5x10’) 

5.6~10-~ (5.6x10-‘) 

2. 2*10°7 (2 .2x10W2) 

2.7~10-‘~ (2.7x10-6) 

‘5.10 
-6 

(x0.5) 

7.4xlD’ (2.(hrlo-‘) 

9.4x10’ (2.6x10-3) 

8.6~10~ (2.3~10’~) 

4.2x10-i(l.lxlo-6) 

<7.4x10’ (q2 .Ox1o-3) 

1.1x10’ (3.D%1o-‘) 
I* 
! 

8.9%10’ (LJxlD-‘) : 

6.7~10~ (1,0~10-~) 

2.7~10-~~7~~xlO-~) 
I 
I 

<7 4xlO’(i2 Dxro”) . . I 

ID fD 

1.5x10 
-4 

(15) 

6.1x10 -’ (61) 

._ 

ID - Inrufficicnt Data 

. 
; 

! 
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July 1962 Quality bntrol Point Source Cowsing 

htt - _-_v ._ 

7-w-82 
_._ . 

7-w-82 

I-07-82 

747-82 

748-82 

7-08-62 

t-11-82 

7-11-82 

7-U-82 

7-U-82 

t-14-82 

7-U-82 

741-62 

7-M-82 

t-07-82 

7-07-62 

7-08-82 

7-08-82 

7-08-62 

f-06-82 

7-U-82 

7-13-82 . 

7-u-82 

t-13-82 

t-10-82 

7-U-62 

t-16-82 

Standard Lrror 

. - 
Tint .- 

1632 

0838 

I200 

1715 

0830 

l302 

084s : 

2030 

2030 

llo4 

0829 

0810 

I500 

1000 

0851 

172s 

07s9 

1020 

l3os 

lU0 

0855 

2000 

2000 

1010 

0830 

084s 

08s 

trmtem RO. 

1 

1 

I 

1 

1 

2 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2. 

2 

2 

2 

2 

9.9tl.7tio'2 

9.ar1.6%lo-2 

10 rl.6rlO-' 

a.a~6.6rlo-3 

9.h1.6r10-2 

20 t1.6~lO-~ 

9.1*l.sxlo-2 

9.a~Lsx10-2 

9.7tl.srtlo-2 

9.4t1.stio-2 

8.7rl.st10-2 

9.sfl.sx10-2 

10 t6 .3xlb3 

10 tb.O~ilO-~ 

a.2~l.mo-2 

a.k6.6r10-3 
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2. Jlbu t-U-82 
E. Jlbu 7-U-82 

. . 

Date 

t-542 
7-s-82 

'I-S82 
7-S-82 

7-3-82 
7-S-82 

7-t-82 
7-u-82 

7-U-82 
t-11-82 

7-U-82 
f-u-82 

7-S-82 
f-12-82 

f 

7-f. 2 
7-7-82 

1 
2 

7-7-82 1 
7-7-82 2 

Table Seven 

Control Rqdiutt CGmtlag 

8yrtaB 
lo. 

1 
-2 

1 
1 

t’ 
. : 

- _ 
Stmdard Deviation’ 

1 
1 

1 
1 

1 
1 

ktio btio 
bt%lRad lnCt tt K/Znd It 

)CDL _ 1.1 

1.00 

MDL 1.01 

1.06 

' 0.86 

1.0 

1.0 

-7.9: 

0.987 

1.0 

6.72 
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MARSHALL ELANDS ADULTS Cs- 137 

/c 
RONGELAP 

I-80 l-81 l-82 f-83 
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Attachment 7 

Exposures for Ronqelap Population 

Acute Average Chron 
1954 1957-1978 ?? 

c WBl n 
4'5 

ual WI31 
1978 ' 19823r4 

'I 

175-200 Rem WE1 1.7 Rem/21yrs3 0.4 Rem/yr 0.14 Rem/yr 
700-1400 Rads lligh Indiv. High Indiv. 
thyroid, child LLNL dose 0.046 Rem/yr 

model average adult 
’ male. ;, 

(a0.1 Rem/yr 

Average Chron c WBl 
1 1978-2008 t5 

2.5 Rem/30 yre 
(0.08 Rem/yr) 

High Individual 
with Restriction) 

4 JB - Whole Body. 

% xposures are referenced to the time of the DOE Northern Marshalla survey in 
1978. 

3D ose eatimates derived from whole body counting (in-vivo) by Brookhaven National 
Laboratory (BNL). these estimates are much more reliable than estimates from dose 
models..._ 

?i'he average adult dose in 1982 represents a 56 percent increase compared to 1981 
due to relaxed restrictions. The high individual dose of 0.14 Rem/yr was 
expected to be reduced to less than 0.1 Rem/yr if restrictions had remained 
effective. 

%I ose prediction developed by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory using results 
from Northern Marshalls survey and dose models. This exposure estimate was given 
to the Rongelap people in 1982 in a Marehalleee English booklet. This value ie 
not suEported by in-vivo monitoring data, and has never been corrected. 



Attachment8 

Periodic 
Exposure 

Continuous 
Expoeure 

Enewetak* 

. 

Current Radiation Protection Standards 

Whole Body 
Rem 

Annual Dose 30 Year Population 
High Individual Average Population 

0.5 0.17 5 

0.1 

0.25 

-- 

_- 

. . 

4 Enewetak* 

I 

*Planning guides developed for cleanup and resettlement of Enewetak Atoll in 1974, 
reviewed by Environmental Protection Agency and published in an Environmental 
Impact Statement in 1975. 
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Attacfrment 9 

1 m 
Residents Vacate At 

HONOlJLtl, May 214dny pigs, 
unouandcbmantledhousurtrctm- 
baded today at a central Pacific island that 
vii! be the Dew home for 327 people wtloac 
rtou was covertd by wdur wout 31 
yun w. 

Seventy midentr d Rcmgehp Atbn and 
their pc%seuions alTiv4 at Majetto island 
aboard the Gmnpmce ship Rainbow Wu- 
rior, aaording to Dick Dii, 8 San Cm- 
disco-based spokesman for the tnvlmmar- 
tal organization 

Once the &ding was completed, the 
1504oot motor&l ship w;1s ached&d to 
make the 1Wmik trip to pick up more res- 

i&tttsllihUtl88kLG 
estinuttd tiut 8 compk cv8autjoo wodd 
t8kefourtxip6,he88d. 

RongeLp. ia the Mur)rdl Lshds, was 
-ted ill 1954 aftH 1 U.S. nucksr tmt 
Jled Opcntioa Bravo. The is&&rs M 
Jkwed to rtturn ia 1957. 
. However, fear tbt fingeng amtami- 

nJtio!lrmyposerthmattochMrenbd 
rtoilIWderstockci&tokavctheisland 
rgain 

. 

Boner .Bpe d tk US. Department d 
Energy has said radiation levels on Roagt 
irp p& no hulth threat and are. on tver- 
age, bwer than in some parts d the United 
states 

. 
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EVACUAIEWASHING~~N 
b- 

- 
G 

erhaps the answer to the ndiatiti problem on Rons- 
lap Atoll hrr tinally been found, al&it unintentionally, 
by the Department of Energy which discounts fears of 
lingering radiation hazards wirh the now w&worn ana- 
logy that Rongciap ndiation levels are no hitier tfirn 
those in Washington, 0.C The DOE would do well to 
explain to Washington rtsideno how their city memMes 
an atoll that was contaminated with fallout from at least 
four separate nuciear tests. If Washington is as “hot” as 

_ Rongelap, and Rongclap ndiatia\ is equal to or higher, 
in some cases, dran island5 in Bikini then the answer is 
obvious: evacuate Washington, D.C without delay. 
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Mr/ura May 9 Rongclap 

leaders in Majuro were not 
amused at U.S. eovcrrr 
men1 0fficiJlr who said 
(Jnumal, hlry 3) the ,~oll 
was pHlrcti~ tiIE lo livr 
on, and they ,trlJngly cri. 
ticircd the itntditalion 
that the fear ol continuing 
radiation cxpusurc *as 
being stirred up by out- 
siders. 

“What Is rutty in the 
people of Rongclap’s 
hearts Is the love of lhtir 
ancestral humclrnd, hut 
(hey have cho*n IO make 
a ucrifire for an inrnc. 
diatc evacuation as they 
love their children and 
ganlkhildrcn,” said Jcban 
R&Ion. 

“Thank God, after years 
of being showered under 
tht foggy umhrtllr of 
poirnnour atmarphtric 
mushroom clouds, Ihe 
Greenpeace ‘Rainbow 
Warrior’ will assitl with 
the rclocaHon of IIIC 

vk tinis.” 
We IIJ\~ I~rn~cl, hr 

cuiitiuuetl, “HIat J tc’w 
U.S. go~atmiea~ Oltirirlr, 
R&II i,‘I,IJbI l,liIldlulllC,l II1 
rffuie Ic atlmil IlIr lrurii, 
crnilinti rrgoiny tIi.rt thr 
atoll 1s SJfe lor ilurnall 
halk&uI.” 

ollicirls IIavc hdm4!_to 
rGTl~i~_liuI~r~~ftie 
FiIiir Ihr rloll ir srfr. 

TIIC HOnWlap lInl~lc 
hJvc good mcmor&& 
IGTZiiiiid~i~~e- 
riGti~l;~;‘tl~c$&s b@e 
tXTrrGe~t_ol _fncrfiy. - ,. s rowina II@)_&&n 10 f_ 
vGll on HongclJp_and tlie 
Gilcr frorllUObfknli~l~ 
noilG iirc tlIc_p~~lJInfl_i~ 
Giddr’.in Hongela~~ hcwttc 
o~EElOi13 r&tliup. 
7G7Gi~o~oificirl said 

Bikifii Doctor to 
head $-Atoll Program 

hlaitlro May 9 Dr. 
Grahrm Conway, who llas 
provided mcdicrl care to 
the dikinians klr the past 
two years, has been named 
medical director for the 
newly awarded Fou Atoll 
liulth Care program, llre 
contractor announced this 
wttk. 

In a’ peel statement. 
lalrn Short and Asw~iate~ 
raid that Conway and 

cd and that indeed Ihc 
success of the program dc- 
pcndr on tke “amount of 
cooperation, participation 
and support that the 
cnnlractor receives from 
tl~e Marshallew people.” 

llll:I11, JrC “ah,olul+ 
naaniirglrtr” Jlld lil4 
l~oll~;‘lr~’ “Will SIHOI IIC- 
conic JII.II~cI bll&i ddd~ 
ir &IJ\rtli. d 8,fI liihitr lw 
*At Iw) ycrrs.” 

Hrsponding tu titc DOE 
hs said llut tire “propIe Of 
Hongrlrp Jrc victims ul 
your ‘Lmrgy’... i)ombing 
of llirarhima, Japan in 
August 6, 1945 was an act 
of war. Bombing of tli- 
kini on March I, 1954 
was an act of peace.‘* 

The Rongclap eiopk, 

~110 IIJW nuI~1 Oiyruid 
I rtn cl's, will , r)lllillUc’ 
voiciug itic’ir 6 tnU!rnS JS 
ll*r ‘Otch CI cm dollar 
ltn UK* rc,clllclllcllt aad 
loI 111~ U.S. 10 ClCJu OtP 
lhru ah~ll.” IN Ml. 

The U S. treats Kungc- 
Irp as If in docrn’t exist, 
ignoriiig or covrring up lhc 
problem, he chrrgcd. Ihc 
U.S. spent billions of dot- 
Iars on its nuclear testing 
program wliicli contamina- 
ted hh islands, but won’\ 

help them now that lhc 
(idJk!m is gcttiflg worse. 

“If 1 lrrd a uiliwl: r-~110( 
I would 4;~unlplrlly rl. 
t #f crnpearr ‘Kritttru*. 
Warrior’ on Its 1985 PJc’ 
fit Peace VOyJgC,” Ui . 
R&Ion. 

Sramer Youth Employment Progrim _-- ---- ---_-_ 

All iiitcrcstcd employers, both public nnd private, are invited 
to apply for suwtcr youth eniploptcnt psi t ions. A11 you have to 
do is fill out ;1 sia,lc application. 
at the MCAA of’ficiX -4 

Appl icat ions are available 
I fipl ications twist Iw rctumcd before May 30. 

l’hc Private Industry Council will nuke thr final sclectjons. 

The progrant will last for 10 weeks, starting on .lune 17. The 
prugr;lllr is c*xpectcd to he cv’un higgrr than last year so get 
your oppl icntion in now. Iroth you and the youth wi II hcnefit 
from your participation this sumner. 

Stop by MCM and pick up your applicot ion or cal I 33-M For more 
informnt ion. 
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Sreenpeace called to task for “Traumatic Evacuation”J/ .* 
* ._ 

m following is the ttrt 
a ntw, rcltau of the 

lice of Microncsirn SU- 
I Negotlrrlans): 

Rongclap, thty said, ar: curing background radir- ficlais said. 
lion of about 100 to ZOO hdiation on most of 
millirems per yur. Recent Rongclrp, OM crpert uid, 
tests on biological samples Is “within fKlnternriion- 
from Rongclrp rtsidcnts ally acc*cd stanfir* 
show that the averagt ThC~%-% r6<iditi>Gf 
Rongtlapim Is being continuing ill-effects from 
exposed to 100 milhrms a residual radiation, he said. 
year from all sources, of- “Every study, tv=’ r’t- 

port, wcry analylsl” done 
by the U.S. government to 
measure radioactivity on 
Rongclrp has been pub- 
lished and made available 
to arrorncys for the Mw- 
shall Islands people and to 
the Marshall Islands 
government, the expert 

noted. In 1983, a U.S. 
team visited Rongclap, tx- 
plrined the results of tht 
surveys, and lclt natlv* 
language brochures, he 
said. 

lashington DC j une 14 
5. ~ovanmcn~ officials 

the cvacuallon of Hon- 
6, Atoll in the Marshall 
rnds by Grecnpuct last 
.vnty may not hrvt been 

k%&tace organiza- 
nt, a conservation and 
Itl-nuclur group, appar- 
~tly moved the tntirc 
spulation of Rongclap 
loll - about 300 pcw- 
c - as well as their hous- 
g materials and livestock, 
) Mtjato, an island in 
mjalcin atoll in the Mar- 
wlls by boat during tht 
1st wtck of May. Green- 
eacc clrimtd rrdioactivi- 
1 renders Rongtlrp unfit 
Jr human habitation. 
This, U.S. government of- 
kbl~rssertca ,nT'm'MW . 
Giiii;S;-ii7ii from ccr- 
rin. Ltvtls ot radioactivi- 
y on Ihe main island of 

on tht average comprrrblt 
to levels of naturally+c- 
curing radioactivity in 
most areas of the contl- 
nmtal United StatCs, OT 
even below levels in some 
areas in tht U.S. 

Rongclap was dusted by 
fallout from U.S. open-air 
atom bomb ttstjng in the 
1950’s, testing long sinct 
prohibited to signatories 
of the Limited Test Ban 
Treaty of 1%3 including 
the United States. Since 
then, radioactive contrmi- 
nation has apparently sunk 
to uft levtls in the main 
inhabited areas of the 
atoll, the offiiials aid. 
with thxniet and 
lifestyle of the Rongclap- 
cse taken into account. 
Rongelapiant rtturned in 
1957 and have been living 
on rht atoll shut Ihtn. 

In most areas of the Con- 
tinental Unittd States, the 
officials said inbbita?ii; 
l TGiib* iinaturally oc- 

AND FIRE INSURANCE 
COMPANY, LTD. 

See us lo insum against 

high water damage, tyl 

phoon: fire, automobile 
’ t---r m.. J mnw 

AT FIRST GLANCE, MS mcnc Journal photo of a 
land and lagoon wm at Laura I$ l ttrac tive emu&, but 
on closer Inspection we see the discarded cans of Bud- 
wtiscr, dre carelessly strewn plastic cups, the myriad 
plects of kbrls boss&t down to Laura and left Uwrc 
mck after mek by visiting “tatrlsb” from Rh 

According to pdlcc clrkf Rob Gnfitld, (Ire peopk 
I _. *-- *M thtrri rliqremrd 

UNWANTED 
MEDDLING 
UNITED NATlONS - 

Ctrtain groups mrddling 
in the affairs of Micronc- 
sians bdwe the United 
Nations Trusteeship Coun- 
cil have btcn criticized by 
FSM Washington Rcprc- 
ncntativc Epd IIon. 

Non, calling the propon- 
ents “self-appointed” said 
he was appalled hy many 
of the remarks madt by 
the Petitioners un behalf 
of Microntsiant. 

Ile raid they have little 
rrrl familiarity with the 
idands here. 

Immediately folio w- 
ing the “Bravo” nuclear 
test or 1954, some in- 
habitants of Roqclrp In- 
advertently exposed to di- 
rect fallout contamination 
suffered radiation trauma 
to the thytold, the U.S. 
txpnt said, and there was 
somt evidence of increase 
in abnormal pregnancies in 
tht early years after the 
test. 

Hut by now, U.S. off- 
&!als say, tht cTfats 07 
ary-Tontmuing radiation 
on Rongclap are minor, If 
musurrble rt all. 

Sinct the 19S4 ted there 
have been visits to Rong- 
clap by a well-quipped 
U.S. medical ship every 
six months to treat the 
ldandns rnd lo follow up 
on old cxposuts, offkials - ._ . 
note. If neccssq, Rong- 

hnthrr PQa t4 
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J.S,_officids worry about _.__-. -- 
‘Greenpeace Trauma” 

. 
rum page 6 

tapese arc evacuated to 
!.S. hospital% at U.S. go- 
ernment expense. 
In intcrviews,~S. Offi- 
his expressed sym-y 
orthe furs of the island- 
rs, and support for their 
ight to move anywhere 
hey plused. “WC don’t 
have any vested interest in 
.eeping the people on 
?ongelap,” one U.S. go- 
dernment official aid. “If 
we’d had reason to believe 
t was unsafe we’d say so.” 
The official noted that 

:hr U.S. moved people off 
bikini atoll a second time 
In 1978 after having de- 
zlared nine years urlin 
that Bikini, the site of 
atomic tests in the 1950’s 
was ufe to inhabit. The 
second movroff came be- 
cause too much radioacti- 
vity had stayed in the Bi- 
kini food chain. 7%~ U.S. 
wouid have alerted the 
Rongclapesec, the official 
said, had it seen convinc- 
ing data tht the inhabited 
aru of Rongelap was still 
unsafe. 

U&QffK!& say that the 
fi% in the Rongelap 
lagoon are safe to eat with 
the exception of the COCO. 
nut crab, a local delicacy, 
which should not be con- 

from them, but most Ron- 
gelapcse iivc on the main 
island of Rongclap, in the 
muthnn part. Officials 
acknowied c thatRoT 
WGLallY those 
who had pnsorui owner- 
ship of land in the nonh- 
nn part of the atoll, are 
unhappy about loosing 
access to their former 
islands. 

U.S. officials expressed 
concern tiGiT% trauma 
of the move from Rong 
clap to Mcjato could be 
worse than danger usocia- 
ted with radiation levels. 
Thev also expressed cort- 
efor the lack of edu- 
cationsal and health fa- 
cilities for Rongelapese 
on their new atoll. 

Shortly after the move 
by Greenpuce, the Ron- 
gelapcse said they had 
been deposited on their 
new atoll without the 
necem* supplies and 
were hungry. A h4arshall 

sumed at the rate of more 
than one crab per day per 

Islands supply hip was 

person. Most Rongelapese 
diverted to provide food. 

supplement their 
with imported foods. 

diet / ti!P$%ZnY~f 2: 
Marshall Islands had taken 

Some of the smaller is the position that there is 
lands on the northern rim 
of the atoll, U.S. offi_cials 

no rc1K)n for the Rong- 

say should not be livcdz 
, elapesc to move. The 300 

7&shouid food be taken 
* Rongelapese plan to ask 

the U.S. Congress for 27 
million dollars in resettle- 
ment money, according to 
the news reports. 

under the proposal 
Compact of Free Associa- 
tion between the h4arshall 
Islands and the United 
States, currently being de 
bated in the U.S. Congress, 

‘each inhabitant of Rang- 
clap is due to receive 
about S8,OOO per yur for 
the next IS years as part 
of an agreed-upon package 
of nuclur claims compen- 
sation. This constitutes a 
generous sum, US. sources 
ny, given the Marshall Ic 

lands avenge annual 
income of about SSOO to 
$700 Per yur, but slightly 
less than the compensation 
offered to the inhabitants 
of Bikini and Enmcuk 
under the Compact. Inad- 
dition, all atomic clai- 
mants will continue to r* 
ceive U.S. government 
agricultural and health sa- 
vices. 
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UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON DC. to460 

23AUG1979 

. 
. 

Mrs. Ruth G. Van Cleve 
Dl ret tor , Office of fcrri torfal hffak 
Departmmt of the Interior 

. 

18th L C Streets, N.W. 
Washington, D.C. 20240 , . . . 

8 9 

Dear Yrs. Van tlevq: 

3% bvironmmtal Protection Agency has cxamlned the appUcabU1~ 
of Federal Guides to radiation protection for those Marshall Islands 

people who want to return to Encue’tak. Several Lssuss are relevant to 
thi.a possible Federal action, and the following are our tieus: 

1. Do FedeA-?l Guides apply to this situation? 
. 

. 

Yes. It is our view that any Federal action conducted by an 

.? 
agency of the U.S. Government fs subject to the Federal Radiation 
Protecti= rtcomeudations approved by tnt President. The responsi- 
bU.ity to provide tbesc recczzm3atior.s MS created by Executive OrdCr 
?a831 and uzm later -acted by Congress. It ti codified at 42 U.S.C. 
2021th) and was transferred to EPA by Reorganization Plan Yo. 3 mf 
1970. T&e appmprbte bnguage reads as follow: 

It 3s the statutory responsibility of the 
&uncil (Adainistrator) to ‘...advise the 

. President with rcspec t to radiation matters, 
directly or indirectly affecting health, 
lnclu&lng guidance for all Federal agencies 1~ 
the Wnulation of mdlat9n standards and b Sht 
establishment and execution of program of 
cooperatloh with States.. .R. (25 F.R. 4402) 

, 2. Uhat Federal Guides are to be used? 

The appropriate Guides are those approved by Prtildent Ehenl& 
in 1960 (25 F.R. 4402) and by President Kennedy ia 1961 (26 F-R. 9057). 
These guides an designated as Radiation Protection Guides (RPG’s:. The 
1960 RPG for an individual in the population is 0.5 rem ver Year snd 
applies when individual whole body doses are known. ihen the individual _-__ _ - -.-. _ __ .._.-__- - 
uholt body doses are not known, as an operatio;a-i: technique to provide 

. . 
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rrsonablt assurance that at 0.5 rem per year I3 met, the prot+ction 
guide for annual whole body dose is 0.17 rem per capita per year. 
Likewise, the annual individual whole body dose of 0.5 rem iS ilkcly ti _ 
aasurc that the 1960 gonadal RPG of 5 rem ln 30 years is not exceeded. 
The 1960 guldcl did not include internal mittera, but in 1961 additional 
guidance ws provided t6 translate the 1960 RPG*s into daily ratis of 
intake of specific radionuclides, e.g., strontiw-89 -90, based on 
equivalent organ doses or lower, These guides are basically Identical t0 
those promulgated by the International Conrsisslon on Radiological 
frotec tion. 

. . 

Additimal Fed&i1 guMancc wae provided as Prctec&ve lict%oB 
Guides by Prcsldent Johnson in 1964 (29 F.R. ~056) and in 1965 f% ?.L _. 
6953). This guidance is applicable to acute loeallzcd contamimting * 

events. Only Category XII for controlling the %.long-tern tra!imidOXb 
of strontltm90 through soil into plants fn the years foll~ving...~ 
appIles to the Enevetak situation, since the other PAG’s are 15#Uiatiorm 
tiposcd in the rirst year following the eveat. The numerical dose liJnit8 
for Category Iff an effec&iveIy identical to the RPG’s quoted above . 
after the first year. . 

i 

. 

. 

a 

a In our tieu, the 1960 RPG’a and the operational techniques for 
_ 

their atW.nmeat are app1tible.Q the Federal program coacemcd vith 
Enewetak. 

3. Cm the 1960__Fedel-al_&i.des _be_.exc@s? -__ _-. -- 

Tes. The guiu2ncc Stati tbc ?cUcuing: 
- 

St is reconxmded that: 

7. The Federal agencies apply these Radiatfoaa 
l ’ bttetlm Guides dth judgaent and dfscntbn, 

fo azmum that reasonable probabJlity ia l hbvfd 
in the attafhmmt of t!ae desired goal oi 
protecting aan f mm the undesirable effetts of 
radiation. The Guides may be exceeded only rfttr 
the Federal agency having jurisdiction over the 
matter has carefully considered the reason for 
doing so in light of the recommendations in this 
pap- (25 F.R. 4402) ! 
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?&-thtr in 1965, it uas stated that: 
. 

Although adiatlon dose3 numtticaUy equal to 
the RPC’s may impost a risk so small that 'they - 
can be acmpttd cash year for a llfctimt If there 

i.s significant benefit from the program causing 
the txposuft, they do not and cannot establish a 
Unt that is safe on one side and unsafe on the 
other. Rather, goat ride of injury may exist at 
sry hwtl of dose md the risk continuously 
lmzreasts ulth dose. Caution should be txcrcised 

in decisiora’ to takt protec:irt actlonv l*I 
8ituatlons where projtcttd doses art near tht 
numerical valuw of tht RPC*s rrlncc tht 
biological risks art so low that tht actions 
could have a net adverse rather than beneficial 
cfftct on the public well-bcfng. _ (30 F.R. 6953) 

. 

Thus, in carrying out ita progms, the Dtpartmtnt of Intttior 
can, without violation of FtdtralCu;dlsL allow tht, potsibllity of -.___ 
occas:onal indirizl_doses iii-$c_$ss_- tdyr, provided it has 

a &erully-consldertd the r-son for doing 30, 

If Iltihtr info5ation is rtquirtd, please contact Dr. YilU.am A. 
Hills of my staff for asai3tanct. 

Davib W. Rmcnbaua 
3tputp Assistant AdrEinistmtW 

for Radiation Program WR-4%) 

a / 
. cc: ' Dr. Bruce Wachholz, DOE 

. 

I.. 

.- 

. . 

. 



Attachment 11 

BROOKHAVEN NATIONAL LABORATORY 

esw 
ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES, INC. 

Upton, Long Island. New York 11973 

&fety & Environmental Protection Divmon 

July 8, 1985 
. 

Hr. Thomas ??cCraw 
U.S. Department of Fnergy (PE-222) 
Office of Operational Safety 
m-32 
Washington, DC 20X5 

Dear Tommy: 

I am enclosing a copy of my assessment of radiation risk at Rongelap. 
I have summarized the conclusions on the bottom of page eight and top of 
page nine af the report. The information was initially passed on to 
Roger Ray as part of our last mission report. 

Best regards. 

Sincerely, 

Edward T. Lessard 

ETL/cj 1 

Enclosure 



BROOKHAVEN NATlbNAL IABORATORY 

‘;@j [kl g ASSOCIATED UNIVERSITIES, INC. . 

Upton, LOnO Wand. New York 11973 

w 
%fetY & Environmental Protection Division 

I, (516) 282~ 
p’T8 666’4250 

October 29, 1984 . 
. 

Roger Ray 
Deputy for Pacific Operations 
Department of Energy 
Nevada Operationa Off ice 
P.O. Box 14100 
Lo6 Vegas, Nevada 89114 * 

Dear Roger: * 

Thank you for your recent letter. I am enclosing a eummary of the 1984 
bioassay mission conducted at Rongelap, Utirik and Enevetak. In addition, I 

, have included previous results at Rongelap and indicated our progress on the 
.I measurement of Pu. If you should require detailed individual results I will 

prepare them for you. 
. 

Best regards. 

Sincerely, 

. 

&TL,‘l g 

Edward T. Lessard 
Program Manager 
Marshall Islands Radiological 

Ssf ety Program . 

Enclosure 

cc: U. Adams 
W. Bair 
J. Baum 
W. Robison 

. 
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Uhole-body counting was performed at Rongelap, Utirlk and Eneuetak . . 

Islands during June Urine ra>ples were vhich 

be performed later date. 

field vhole-body counting units calibrated with phantoms vNch . 
. 

represented adults, teenagers and children. Quality control measurements vere 

smde before, during and after the mission. 

. 

Historic Results 
. 

Ihe history of vhole-body counting for 137 Ca at Rongelap is given as 

Figure 1. The plot is for adults. Besides 137 Cs, other radionuclides vere 

present In persons vho returned to Rongelap and these historic results are 

i .’ recorded in Table 

-946 

f I STANDARD 

x )I STANDARD 

flME PAST REHABITATION. days 

Figure 1. 13’Ca Body-Burden History fot Adults 

. , 



Table. 1. Average Radionuclide Burden and Time Since 
. 

Rehabftation for Rongelap Adults 

Adult hlcr (>\!ia) 

body Nmbcr 
Burden ’ Of 

Bq . . Individm It 

Adult Fcmalc¶ (,lfa) 
Body limber 

Burden of 
Bq Individut lr 

Adultr (~158) 
Body Number The POIC 

Burden of Prhabitr:ion 
Bq Individurlt DaVS Ytlt 

6Oco . k.ldOO 
3.7402 
V&101 

(A) 
37 
If 

6.3x10-1 (AI 9.3x10-1 
3.3x102 
a. 1x101 

(A) 
74 
90 

0 1957 
1370 1961 
tB31 1965 

6’52, n .9x103 4(B) 
2.3tiO‘ 17 
1.6~10 30 
2. 3tI04 32 
3.5X103 38 

3SYt ,L.6r10L 

9OSt 7.0x100 
:1.7z10l 
Yl.7xIOJ 
(5.3X101 
:3.0x102 
2.1x102 
2.1X102 
I.7rlUl 
1 .fxlO~ 
1 .6t102 
5.5110’ 

> 1 .Lzi02 
9.6x101 
5.21102 
1.7x102 
2.St102 
3.7rlO” 

b17C. s.tr102 

. 2.9x20G 
2.9~10‘ 
3.SXlOi 
3.3x10h 
1 .lhIO~ 

. . l.MO~ 
6.7~103 
6.7AO3 
l.0tI04 
8.91103 
3.9tlO’ 

28 l.SxlOh 32 1 .S=lOA 60 A626 1970 

(A) 
11 
24 

1: 
12 
11 
12 
11 
11 
9 

5” 

1: 
26 
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Both Figure 1 and Table 1 indicate to us that a steady decline in adult 

average body-burden Is to be expected in future years. There are short-term 

increases which we cannot predict in advance and these cause the masured _ 

values to vary from the expected delline. Rouever, over a long period of tiae 

increases will be balanced by decreases below the expected value. 

Our estimates indicate to us that an individual’s dose equfvalent rate . 
. 

from all sources at Rongelap may vary by a factor of three above the average 

adult value and this would be due to living pattern variations. Again over a 

long period of time an indfvidual’s dose equivalent (the integrated dose 
. 

equivalent rate) would be expected to bi close to the average value. The 
. 

average effective dose equivalent we estimate from 1957 to 2007 Is 0.042 Sv 

(,4.2 rem). In quantitative terms if the radiation exposure at Rongelap leads 

to a Gaussian error distribution of dose equivalent, then the probability of 

exceeding the 50-year integrated average-adult value, 0.042 Sv (4.2 rem), by 

more than a factor of five is 1 out of 100,000. This factor of five 
L . . 

corresponds to a 500year Integrated effective dose equivalent in excess of 0.2 

!jv (20rem). This in turn corresponds to an average dose equivalent rate 

greater than 00004 Sv per year (400 mrem per year) for 50 years. 

1984 Results . 

We have tabulated the average 1984 vhole-body counting results in Table 

2. The maximum burden did not vary from the average value by more than a 

factor of three for any age grouping at either of the three locations 

listed. We have summarized, in Figure 2, recent 137 Co bad&burden results f of 

adults which we have 

1 
greatest at Rongelap 

‘. 

obtained over the past few years. 3ody burdens are 

and lowest at Enewetak, 
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; Annual Dose Equivalent Results - 

We have estimated the annual committed effective dose equivalent from 

five radiowclldes present in Rongtlap people sfnct day of return In June 1957 

up to June 2009. These art average results for adults which we based on 
. 

numerous measurements made from 1957 to present. Evaluation of dose 

equivalent from transuranium elements is incomplete, hcwtver, ve are expending 

great efforts to complete this phase of the study and expect results by the 

. 
end of December. , . 

‘The annual average exttkal exposure at one meter above the ground at 
. 

Rongelap Island is tabulated In Table 3 (background vas subtracted). By 

multiplying these annual external exposure values by the factor 0.7, one may 

approximate the average annual effective dose equivalent from external vhole- 

body irradiation. The sum of the committed effective dose equivalent from 

internal sources and ef ftctivc dose equivalent from external sources is 

recommended by ICRP to be less than 1 mSv per year (100 mrem per year, see 

XCRP Publication 26) for the general population. On the average, the sum Of 

the commi tttd effective dose equivalent plus the effective dose equivalent 

‘from external whole-body irradiation Is 0.85 mSv per pear (85 mrem per year) 

at RonRtlap. This+vas estimated.bastd on time averaging the dose equivalent 

rate over SO years, This period of time was.chostn because the average adult 

was about 30 years old in 1957. Life expectancy at this age is about 50 

years l 
I 
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Risk from Radiation - 

At RonRelap there are tvo . 

(called the exposed group) was 

distinct populations at risk. One group 

expossd acutely In 1954 and in addlti on vas 

exposed to low levels of radiation In a protracted fashion f tom 1957 to 

present. Another group (called the unexposed group) vas exposed only from - 
. 

1957 to present. The cancer mortality risk from a single exposure to 

radiation is protracted in time (see Figure 3), thus, the exposed group is 

experiencing risk from the 1954 exposure in addition to experiencing risk from 
. 

the protracted exposure. I have tabulated the retrospective and prospective 

annual risk for the Rongelap people in Table 4. I based the estimate on the 

rectawle approximation of annual risk given In Figure 3. 

6 - Leukemia’ 0.8 x 10e6; 25 = 2 x 10aS/rod 
I 

Solid Tumors 2x 10°6x 40= 8 x IO’s/rod . 
-I 

Total Risk (Mortality) = I0_4/rod 
b 

. .AlI Other Cancers 

5 .- 
a . . 

. . 
r”““““” . 

l . . . . . u . 

Years Afier lrrodiotion 

Figure 3. Protracted risk following a dose of oue rad, 
adopted from Sinclair ‘Risk as a Basis for Radiation Protection”, 

paper presented at 6th International Congress of the International 
Radiological Protection Association, in Berlin (West), day 7-12, 1984. 

7 



cxtrocttve scintillator. We have instftuttd an additional chemical procedure, 

ion cxchnngc, ia order to perform the necessad Pu-PO separation. POUT 

additional PERALS counters have been built and added to the four we now _ 
- 

USC. 

In order to verify the Pu activity in urine, we have developed a 

procedure to quantitatively extract the Pu from the scintillation fluid which - 
. 

remains after counting with PERALS. This enables us to measure 23gPu by 

fission track etch analysis. In addition, it 1s useful in cases where the 

sample activfty is too low to be detected by PEIULS. 
. . 

technique will allow us to detect 23gPu ‘at levels of . 

fCi > per sample. -This bioassay limit corresponds to 

The fission track 

less than 3.7 uBq (.l 

detecting an annual 

committed effective dose equivalent of greater than 10 uSv per year (1 mrem 

per year) for Rongtlap adults. We anticipate initial results from this 
\ . . - technique by the end of December 1984. 

L 

. 



The Rongelap unexposed group is expected to remain near the upper 

1 of the prospective annual risk limit recommended by ICRP. Moving away 

Ronqelap it this tlme will not significantly alter future annual risk. 
_ 

range 

from 

In 

lajge part, the unexposed group’s future risk vi11 be from radiation exposure 

received during the last 27 years, 

. 

Recent Rioassav Results from Pu 

The estimates of radiation dose and associated risks given previously do 

not: include the contribution from t’ransuranic auclfdes. We anticipate this 

dose to he negligfble based upon estimates by Bill Robison which apply to 
. 

former Rlklnians, however, this has not been verified through bioassay. We 

have analyzed about 500 test samples using alpha liquid scintillation (PERALS) 

procedures. Test samples were nxn at two outside laboratories in addition to 

our work at RNL.. In July 1984 we identified 40 Marshall Islands urine samples 

which we suspected as either not containing Pu or as containing low levels of 
. . 

Pu. Briefly, we wet ashed these samples and solvent extracted to obtain pure 

Pu. We then introduced the Pu into an txtractivt sdntillator so that the 

sample could be counted on PERALS. The minimm detection limit for this 

mathod is 190 uBq (5 fCi). 

A number of these Marshall Islands urine samples shaved alpha counts in 

. the 23g PI: region, hcjvever, on furtht’r Investigation we noted that some of this 

activity was due to the decay of naturally occurring 2LOPo. Experiments done 

here and at one other laboratory indicated to us that the aofvent extraction 

f 
procedure unexpectedly allows significant amounts of 210po to pass into the 

. 
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Table 4. Annual Average Excess Cancer Uortallty Risk 
. 

Roneelao Exbosed’ Roneelao Dnexoosed 2 

1957 

1961 

1.972 

1984 

1.994 

1.997 

2 x lo-4 per year . 0 per year 

2 x 1o-4 per year 9 x 10’7 per year 
. 

6 x 10” per year 6 x low6 per year 

4 x 1o-4 per year 1 x lo+ per year 

4 x low4 per year 1 x 10-s per year 

4 x 10 -4 per year 1 x loo5 per year 

2008 <10-s per year (10” per year 
. 

‘Acutely exposed March 1, 1954 plus protracted exposure 1957 to 2008 

12Protracted exposure 1957 to 2008 

; \ 
.’ 

According to ICRP a risk of loo6 to lo-5 per year ir thought to be 

acceptable for a non-occupational group (se? ICRP Publication 26 and ace 

proposed revision to DOE Order S48O.l.A). This 1CR.P recommendation Is intended 

for prospective risks. Clearly the Rongelap exposed group will remain above 

the ICRP recommended value, however, ff these people left RangeYap it vould - 

not alter this fact. The additional increment of risk from protracted 
. 

exposure is small when comared to the risk still experienced from the acute 

exposure* 

. 



INTRODUCTION 

We are honored to appear before your Committee on 

behalf‘ of our Micronesian clients who have an interest in 

this important legislation. 

The Micronesian Legal Services Corporation was founded 

nine years ago by a group of Micronesians, for the purpose 

of providing civil legal representation for those Micronesians 

who do not have the means to employ an attorney. We are 

wholly supported by the Legal Services Corporation which, 

as you know, is a creature of this Congress. With offices 

throughout Micronesia, our attorneys have assisted thousands 

of Micronesians with all manner of legal problems. 

We are here today because of the interest of our clients 

in three of the provisions in this bill. We are counsel for 

the people of Enewetak, the people of Rongelap and the people 

of Utirik, who are all vitally interested in the radiological 

health and monitoring program which would be created by 

section 103. 

We represented many Micronesians in proceedings before 

the Micronesian Claims Commission and we are counsel for the 

plaintiffs in the pending federal litigation which seeks to 

correct the injustices which resulted from the failure of the 

Micronesian Claims Commission to carry out its work in 

accordance with the clear statutory mandate of the Congress. - 

On their behalf, we support passage of section 102. 

, 



Throughout Micronesia people have come to our offices 

to tbxpress concern and even consternation with the unilateral 

decision of the Department of the Interior to curtail and 

eliminate federal programs. In qddition to providing very 

needed employment, many of these programs have increased 

the,quality of education, improved the delivery of health 

care, and otherwise met needs which would never have been 

addressed by the ordinary Trust Territory programs. Thus, 

we support enactment of section 104. 

We will now turn to a brief discussion of the Trusteeship 

Agreement, which is of course the fundamental basis of the 

presence of the United States in Micronesia, then we will 

discuss each of the three provisions referred to above. 

THE TRUSTEESHIP AGREEMENT 

The events leading up to the United States Trusteeship 

of Micronesia are very familiar to this Committee, as are the 

precise provisions of the Trusteeship Agreement itself. We 

briefly sketch that history and those obligations in order 

to provide an appropriate context for what we have to say 

about the specific provisions of the measure before this 

Committee. 

In the immediate post-war period, while Micronesia 

was still administered by the United States Navy, the question_ 

of Micronesia's future was debated at the highest level of 

government. Advocates for annexation of the area argued the 



imperative necessity of avoiding a recurrence 

attack on Peitrl Harbor. Others insisted that 

should be submitted to the trusteeship system 

to become part of the United Nations Charter. 

of the surprise 

the area 

which was 

Ultimately, 

President Truman worked out a compromise which rejected 

annexation but resulted in the only trusteeship which permitted 

the administering authority to use the area for military 

purposes, a so-called strategic trust. 

We have been unable to find any historical evidence of 

consultation with the Micronesians about their future, prior 

to establishment of the Trusteeship. The Trusteeship 

Agreement itself was drafted by the United States and ultimately 

approved in essentially the same form as originally submitted 

to the Security Council. 1 Whiteman, Digest of International 

Law 788 (1963); see also, H.Rep.No. 889, 80th Cong., 1st Sess. -- 

3-4 (19471. 

It,would be hard to improve, nonetheless, on the 

language in Article 6 of the Trusteeship Agreement, which 

embodies the principal aims of the entire Trusteeship 

and the humanitarian obligations undertaken by the United 

States. Couched in mandatory terms, the United States 

agreed to: 

Foster the development of such political 

institutions as are suited to the trust 

territory and shall promote. . . self-government 

or independent . . . 
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Give the Micronesians a progressively 

i&easing share in the administrative services 

in the territory . . . 

Develop their participation in government . . . 

Give due recognition to the customs of the 

Micronesians . . . 

Promote the economic advancement and self- 

sufficiency of the inhabitants. 

Improve the means of transportation and 

communciation . . . 

Promote . . . social advancement. 

Protect the health of the Micronesians . . 

Promote the educational advancement of the 

Micronesians. 

. 

The juridical status of the Trusteeship Agreement has 

been the subject of litigation in the federal courts three 

times. In 1958 the United States District Court for the 

District of Columbia, in an action brought by Dr. Linus 

Pauling and Dwight Heine, refused to enjoin the Hardtack 

series of nuclear weapons tests at Enewetak. Pauling and 

Heine argued that the detonation of the nuclear weapons would 

"produce radiation or radioactive nuclei [which] will inflict 

serious genetic and somatic injuries upon [the] plaintiffs - 

and the population of the world in general, including unborn 

generations." Pauling v. McElroy, 164 F. Supp. 390, 392 (1958). 
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Among other things, Pauling and Heine argued that the nuclear 

testin; program was a violation of the Trusteeship Agreement. 

The court disagreed and dismissed their complaint. On appeal 

a panel of judges which includednow Chief Justice Warren 

I 

E. Burger, disposed of the matter on different grounds, holding 

that the plaintiffs did not have standing to bring the lawsuit 

in the first place. Paulinq v. McElroy, 278 F.2d 252 (D.C. Cir. 

1960), cert. denied, 364 U.S. 835 (1960). A similar attempt 

by the same plaintiffs to accomplish the same purpose was 

also rejected in 1964. Pauling v. McNamara, 331 F.2d 796 

(D.C. Cir. 1964). 

The first case to squarely reach the question of enforceability 

of the terms of the Trusteeship Agreement was People of Saipan 

v. U.S. Department of the Interior, 356 P. Supp. 645 (D. Hawaii 

1973), aff'd. as modified, 502 F.2d 90 (9th Cir. 1974). The - 

United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit held that: 

The preponderance of features in this 

Trusteeship Agreement suggests the intention to 

establish direct, affirmative, and judicially 

enforceable rights. 

+ l * 

Moreover, the Trusteeship Agreement constitutes 

the plaintiffs' basic constitutional document. - . 

502 F-.2d at 97-98. The Government sought review of this 

decision in the United States Supreme Court, but was refused. 

420 U.S. 1003 (1974). 
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Thus, this Trusteeship Agreement which was written by 

the Executive and approved by the Congress, gives rise to 

an affirmative obligation on the part of the Executive Branch 

to fulfill the purposes of the Trusteeship Agreement. For 

a failure to do so, the Executive can be held accountable 

to the Micronesians, in the federal courts. 

We believe that sections 102, 103, and 104 of H.R. 3756, 

if enacted, will make an important contribution to fulfillment 

of the obligations of the United States under the Trusteeship 

Agreement. 

SECTION 103 - 

RADIOLOGICAL HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL 
MONITORING PROGRAM 

We applaud the inclusion of this radiological health 

and environmental program in the legislation and strongly 

recoxunend its approval by this Committee, with some relatively 

minor modifications which we offer in the hope of improving 

the program somewhat. 

The plight of the peoples of Bikini, Enewetak, Rongelap 

and Utirik is very well known to this Committee and need not 

be recounted by us in any detail. It may be helpful, however, 

if we briefly describe the circumstances of each as it relates 

to this program. 

_ The atolls of Bikini and Enewetak were used by the United 

States in its nuclear weapons testing program during the 
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period from 1946 to 1958. At Bikini there were a total of 

23 nu&ear tests conducted, most of them on barges anchored 

either in the lagoon or on the exterior reef. Normally there 

would not have been very much radioactive contarniniation of 

the land surfaces of the atoll, but on March 1, 1954 there 

was considerable radioactive fallout from the thermonutlear. 

explosion known as the Bravo test of the Castle series. This 

was 

and 

the 

the second experimental the-Tonuclear device constructed 

detonated by the United States, the first having been 

Mike explosion of the Ivy series at Enewetak in 1952. 

These atolls had been chosen, among other reasons, for 

their remoteness and the prevailing northeasterly winds, but 

on this occasion there was an unfortunate "combination of 

circumstances involving the energy yield of the explosion, 

the height of burst, the nature of the surface below the point 

of burst, the wind system over a large area and to a great 

height, and other meteorological conditions." S. Glasstone, 

ed. .The Effects of Nuclear Weapons 464 (rev. ed. 1962). 

In particular, the upper level wind direction was miscalculated 

and substantial amounts of radioactive fallout were deposited 

on the eastern rim of the Bikini atoll and significant amounts 

were detected as far away as 300 miles east of Bikini. Id. 462. 

Within the first 96 hours following the detonation, Bikini - 

island at Bikini atoll received at least 2100 roentqens. Id. 462. 
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After their removal from Bikini, the people were taken 

to various places including Rongerik and Kwajelern, but 

eventually were resettled at the exceedingly inhospitable 

island of Kili in the southern Marshalls, a very small place 

without a lagoon. Such efforts as the government has made 

to fulfill the wish of the people of Bikini to resettle their 

atoll have been marked by poor coordination among the relevant 

executive agencies, poor planning and even more disappointing 

execution. The people of Bikini have never actually excepted 

the return of the atoll from the United States, because they 

have never been satisfied that everything that can reasonably be 

done to clean up the atoll and redevelop it has been done. 

After the resettlement of the atoll by a few Bikinians nearly 

10 years ago, the atoll was ordered evacuated last August by 

the Department of the Interior, putting the entire project 

right back where it started in 1968 with the announcement by 

President Lyndon B. Johnson that the people would be resettled 

to their homeland. 

During the time those few Bikinians were living at 

Bikini atoll, they received some radiation exposure, but the 

Department of Energy has never published a scientific or 

technical report on the matter. As we have said, we are not 

counsel for the people of Bikini, but we are informed that _ 

they have a strong desire to return to and resettle Bikini 

atoll. 
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The People of Enewetak 

The people of Enewetak were unceremoniously removed 

from their atoll on December 21, 1947 and taken directly to 

Ujelang atoll where they have lived to this day. In their 

absence, 43 nuclear tests were conducted at Enewetak atoll, 

including the world's first thermonuclear explosion on 

November 1, 1952, the Mike test. That explosion and the 

later Koa explosion completely "vaporized" three islands. 

The decision to permit the return of the people to their 

atoll was announced in 1972. An elaborate program for the 

clean-up, rehabilitation and resettlement of the atoll has 

been underway for several years and is, in fact, scheduled 

for completion in the spring of 1980. The clean-up program, 

conducted under the auspices of the Defense Nuclear Agency, 

is an outstanding success and we have enjoyed a very productive 

and cooperative relationship 

Nuclear Agency; Vice Admiral 

The program has exceeded all 

This Committee was kind 

and resettlement program for 

with the Director,of the Defense 

Robert R. Monroe, and his staff. 

original objectives. 

enough to authorize the rehabilitation 

Enewetak atoll in 1977. That 

program, under the auspices of the Department of the Interior, 

has gone reasonably well. 

Return to Engebi 

The Enewetak resettlement program, as currently planned, 

does not include resettlement of Engebi island, the traditional 

. . ., . 
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community of the Engebi subgroup. Last month, in a meeting 
* 

at Ujelang atoll, the peop.te of Enewetak decided that for their 

part they would like to reestablish the Engebi community. 

Their decision has been communicated to this Committee and 

more detailed information will follow in due course. 

Radiological Needs of Enewetak 
and Bikini 

The needs of the people of Bikini and Enewetak are 

approximately the same. We do not expect anyone in either 

group to receive anything like a large dose of radiation. 

On the other hand, the natural environment at both atolls has 

been studied considerably and deserves further study in 

order to increase understanding of the concentration of the 

radionuclides and their behavior in the ecosystem. Of 

special significance is the movement of the radioactive 

materials from the soil, through the food web, to man. 

What is believed about ionizing radiation sometimes bears 

little relation to what is actually known by those knowledgeable' 

in field. This is and can be a rather complex and troublesome 

problem. Even if there may be no danger whatsoever, or a 

danger so slight that it gets lost in the ordinary dangers 

of everyday life, a person living at Bikini or Enewetak could 

become unnecessarily worried. A person might simply begin to 

worry about it. At the same time, radiation is the subject of 

considerable public debate, world-wide, including in the Marshall 

Islands, and is likely to continue to be so for many years 
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to come. The people of Enewetak and Bikini are certain to 

be af&cted by that kind of public debate. Some will advocate 

that radiation constitutes no danger at all. Others will 

express great alarm and fear with. even that amount of radiation 

which is quite naturally part of the environment anywhere in 

the world. 

The private worry and anxiety and public embarrassment 

can be very real individual problems, in the absence of any 

detectable health effects. The only solution is true 

understanding and an education program to impart that‘under- 

standing. 

The People of Rongelap and Utirik 

The cloud formed by the Bravo explosion at Bikini atoll 

in 1954 was carried by the winds so far eastward that it 

deposited significant amounts of radioactive material at 

the atolls of Rongelap, Ailinginae and Rongerik. At its 

eastern-most extension, there was fallout at Uterik atoll= 

Since there were no measuring instruments on those islands 

at the time, the precise dosimetry-is not available, but 

various personnel were sent to each of those islands within 

about two days to arrange for evacuation of the people and 

to attempt to determine the extent of radiation exposure. 

Deposition of radioactive material varied considerably - 

from-atoll to atoll and among the islands at each. The 
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northwestern part of Rongelap received at least 3,300 roencgens 
* 

during the first 96 hours of fallout from the cloud, while 

across the atoll amounts as low as 170 roentgens we;:e measured. 

The people of Rongelap, who were" living in the south, are 

estimated to have received a dose of "up to 175 roentgens 

before they were evacuated." S. Glasstone, ed., ok cit. 463. 

This was the estimated whole body exposure to gamma radiation. 

At lJtirik the whole body gamma exposure was estimated at 14 

rads. R.A. Co&d, A Twenty-Year Review of Medical Findings in 

a Marshallese Population Accidentally Exposed to Radioactive 

Fallout 11 (Brookhaven National Laboratory 1975) [hereinafter 

referred to as "Brookhaven Report"]. \ 

At Rongelap, within 4 to 6 hours after the Bravo 

explosion, the radioactive ash began to reach the ground. 

To these people of the tropics, the strange, snowlike material 

fluttering down from the sky gave no hint of its true nature. 

Children played in it as it collected in large amounts on 

the ground. The curious touched it and tasted it in an 

effort to understand this heretofore unknown phenomenon. 

At Ailinginae and Rongerik, 4 to 8 hours after the 

explosion, radioactive fallout of a mistlike quality was 

observed by the people. 

The estimated dose of gamma radiation received by the 

people at these atolls was between 69 and 79 rads. 
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All in all, the effects varied with the amount of radiation 

dose &ceived, with the greatest exposure at Rongelap and 

the least amount at Utirik. There were early acute effects 

at Rongelap, including skin burns, loss of hair, vomiting 

and depression of blood elements. Exposure of the thyroid 

gland occurred in people at Rongelap, Ailinginae and Utirik 

from g- radiation during the initial fallout and from 

other radionuclides ingested with food and water. Brookhaven 

Report S-10. 

Because of 

onset of cancer 

concerned about 

the latency period between exposure and the 

and genetic effects, it is reasonable to be 

health effects in the Rongelap, Ailinginae 

and Utirik populations for some time to come. This is also 

true if there is residual radiation at those islands which 

could result in exposure via food. 

Biological Effects of Ionizing 
Radiation 

In this country the standard work on the subject of human 

health effects as a result of radiation exposure is a report 

entitled, The Effects on Populations of Exposure to Low Levels 

of Ionizing Radiation. This report was prepared by.the 

prestigious National Academy of Sciences Advisory Committee on 

the Biological Effects of Ionizing Radiations in 1972, after 

thorough review of all of the scientific data available. We - 

shall refer to this Committee as the "BEIR Committee" and its 

report as the "BEIR Report." 
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The BEIR Committee studied the effects of long-term, 

low-l&e1 radiation exposure. With the exception of the 

acute effects suffered by the people of Rongelap in the weeks 

and months immediately following Ftheir exposure, the information 

and findings of the BEIR Committee are relevant to the conditions 

at Rongelap, Ailinginae, Rongerik, Utirik, Bikini and Enewetak. 

From the BEIR Report we learn that there are two principal 

concerns that one should have about radiation exposure at 

low levels. First, although the precise mechanisms are not 

understood, it is known that radiation increases the risk 

of cancer and of genetic abnormalities. BEIR Report 46-48, 

86. Second, the relation between the amount of radiation 

to which one is exposed and the risk of ill-effects is such 

that even small amounts of radiation can cause harm. BEIR 

Report 51, 64, 89. 

Radiation does not create any new health problems. Both 

cancer and birth defects are known to occur in conditions 

where nothing more than background radiation is present. 

It is also observed that any number of nonradioactive substances 

can play a part in causing both cancer and genetic defects. 

Radiation simply increases the risk of cancer and genetic 

defects, but because the underlying biological mechanisms are 

not fully understood, the precise role of any form of carcinogen _ 

or mutagen cannot be fully understood. 
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But because of the great value we place upon human life 

and health, the BEIR Committee recommends the use of the 

linear hypothesis for the purpose of estimating health risks 

associated with radiation at low levels. Simply put, this means 

that for a given unit dose of radiation exposure, a given 

health effect can be expected and as the dose increases or 

decreases, the likely effect changes in direct proportion. 

One more'observation is important to this topic of the 

health effects of radiation. A cancer or a birt;FI. defect 

which may have in fact been .induced by ionizing radiation, that 

is, without the presence of the radiation it would not have 

occurred when it did, is indistinguishable from the same 

type of cancer or the same type of birth defect which has 

occurred spontaneously. BEIR Report 46, 86. Until there 

is a full scientific understanding of the human organism, 

the link between radiation and deleterious health effects is 

a statistical one. The ill effects are observed as an increase 

in the otherwise normal rate of gene mutations, chromosomal 

aberrations, and malignant tumors. 

Thus, if the normal incidence of cancer and birth 

defects in these Marshallese populations is the same as that 

observed in the United States, we can expect approximately 

15% of the people to die of cancer and 11% of the live birtk 

to be afflicted with some kind of genetic anomaly. AS a 

result of the radiation exposure at Rongelap, Utirik and 
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Bikin., and any exposure which may occur at Enewetak, however 

slight, we can expect the incidence of these conditions to 

increase in direct proportion to the amount of the exposure. 

BEIR Report. 58-60, 87-91. ’ 

The Sources of Ionizing Radiation 

The sources of ionizing radiation with which we are 

concerned here are'of two kinds. First, the relatively brief, 

high exposure of the people as a result of the fallout from 

Bravo. Second, the long-term, low-level exposure at all of 

the islands from terrestrial sources of radiation and, of 

greater significance, the internal exposure of residual 

radiation via the food web. 

For those who received relatively high exposures, there 

is nothing to be done but observe and treat any ill 

effects that may have.resulted from the initial exposure. 

Future potential doses through the diet, however, are subject 

to modification, if enough is known about the environmental 

sources of the radiation and the movement of the radionuclides 

through the food web. 

Summary of Needs 

It seems to us that, in varying degrees, the people 

of Enewetak, Bikini, Rongelap and Utirik have the same needs. 

They are four-fold: 
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* (1) There is a need for medical screening and 

comprehensive health care. In one way the medical 

needs of the people varies in direct proportion to 

the amount of the exposure; for the reason that the 

health effects are directly proportional to the dose. 

In another way, however, even those who have or will 

experience low to exceedingly low doses, can still have 

worries and fears and can be the object of unrealistic 

fear on the part of others, as lepers were once feared. 

Thus, the people at Utirik, or the people at Enewetak, 

for example, may need medical screening in an effort 

to establish the absence of any serious problem. 

(2) As a result of the nuclear weapons tests, there 

is radiation in the environments of each of these atolls 

and there is simply no way to remove it. It can be 

studied and 

derived can 

and develop 

necessary. 

understood, however, and the information 

be used to estimate the risk to the people 

any protective measures which appear to be 

This is the means by which the radiation will be 

discovered and understood before it finds its way into 

the human being, so that measures can be instituted to 

reduce or prevent exposure. 

(3) From time to time it will be necessary to take 

all that is known about the presence and transport of 

the radionuclides in the environment, to put that together 
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with what is known of the diet and living patterns 

dlz the people, and perform what the scientists call 

a "dose assessment." This is an exceedingllf elaborate 
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process which attempts to take measurements and perform 

calculations so as to predict the future exposure. Only 

by this means can one make a judgment whether it is within 

exceptable_limits, or whether some protective measures 

must be undertaken. 

(4) Unfortunately perhaps, the people of these 

islands cannot afford to be ignorant about radiation. 

They must understand a fair amount about the physics 

of radiactive materials, they must be educated about 

radionuclides in the environment and they must be 

informed about the health effects of ionizing radiation. 

At Bikini and Enewetak we would expect the program to 

give greater emphasis to environmental studyr dose assessment, 

and education. At Rongelap all four elements would receive 

equal, high emphasis. 

For those who need medical care, such as the people at 

Rongelap, it makes no sense to try to take care of only what 

is thought to be their "radiation-related" problems. -As-we 

have said, there is no way to search for and find the problems 

which may have in fact resulted from the radiation and distinguish 

- those from any others. Nor is it humane for a health care 

program serving Rongelap to examine the patient for a thyroid 
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probly 01' a tumor and ignore the patient's diabetes, or 

polio or broken arm. At the same time, medical attention which 

is not justified can do more harm than good, because it makes 

the people think that there is something seriously wrong 

when that is not the case at all. It creates what is referred 

to as the "worried well" syndrome, which has been a serious 

problem for the delivery of medical care in this country. 

S.R. Garfield, et al., "Evaluation of an Ambulatory Medical- 

Care Delivery System," 294 New England Journal of Medicine 426 

(1976). The consumption of health care services by those who 

are well and nevertheless worried, is a luxury which we 

cannot afford in a program of this kind. Furthermore, it 

is simply a way of creating a new and unneeded problem for 

the people themselves. 

In order for the program to provide for each group and 

each atoll that which is appropriate, and no more, the entire 

program will have to be carefully and thoroughly integrated 

under centralized management. All 

are essential to all of the people 

and over time the emphasis of each 

vary. 

four elements of the program 

concerned, but at the outset 

or several will necessarily 

Program Administration 

Although the bill does not prescribe any particular 

struture for the management of this radiological program, we 

think that it will require both a group to set policy and 
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a cle$r staff orgarization for implementation and management 

of the program. Indispensable to success of the program is 

involvement of repxesentatives of the people to be served. 

Representatives of each of the groups should be included in 

a formal way in both policy formulation and in the actual 

implementation of the program. Part of the educational 

effort should be to train and education a few people on each 

island so that they can educate others and assist in the 

actual work of the program. 

In this connection, there is a very serious omission 

from subsection (b) (l), the provision which has to do with 

planning and implementation of the program. It completely 

overlooks the people of the islands affected by the program, 

while is enumerates the various governmental officials who 

are to participate. Surely this is an inadvertent oversight 

which can be remedied by the addition of a few words to 

provide for the selection of representatives from each of 

the islands. 

Plan First, Execute Later 

We strongly urge your approval of this provision in 

essentially its present form, so that the program will be 

authorized and can be eventually instituted. With equal 

force, however, we urge you to modify the language of section - 

103(b)(l), to provide a distinct planning phase during which 



the governmental, scientific and Marshallese representatives 

will &velop a program design. We think that this plan should 

be developed as quickly as possible and should be submitted 

to the Congress for its review and approval prior to the 

appropriation of funds. 

The plan should include a detailed description of what 

the program plans to do for each group and for each atoll 

with respect to each of the four principal elements of the 

program. The gcverning body of the program and its organizational 

structure should be set out with clarity and careful cost 

estimates should be developed. 

The development of the plan can and should be done in 

consultation with the relevant Committees of the Congress. 

Summary and Recommendation 

We think section 103 of H.R. 3756 is an extremely 

important piece of legislation, founded on humanitarian 

concern for some innocent people whose lives have been radically 

affected in one way or another by the nuclear weapons testing 

program. The United States used those Micronesian islands 

for nuclear testing so as to minimize the risk of harm to 

its own people. With little thought for the welfare of the 

native inhabitants, there were wholesale forced migrations, 

years of exile and actual exposure to radioactive fallout. - 

Amends have been made in some ways and for that the people 

are deeply grateful. In a very real sense, MS kind of long- 
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range, radiological program is the one thing which remains 

to be* done. It is infinitely more valuable than the disbursement 

of even large amounts of cash. It would, if properly planned 

and wisely executed, provide the best and only remedies known 

to us, for the actual losses suffered by the people as a result 

of the testing program. 

WAR CLAIMS 

This Committee is eminently well informed about the 

Micronesian War Claims program, but we would like to touch 

upon one issue raised by section 102 of H.R. 3756, and support 

its approval. 

You are familiar with the decisions of the United States 

Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia, holding that 

the Micronesian Claims Commission utterly failed to adjudicate 

the claims of Micronesians in the manner prescribed by this 

Congress. Ralph0 v. Bell, 186 U.S.App.D.C. 368, 569 F.2d 607, 

reh. denied, 186 U.S.App.D.C. 397, 569 F.2d 636 (1977): Melong 

v. Micronesian Claims Commission, 186 U.S.App.D.C. 391, 569 

F.2d 630, reh. denied sub nom Ralph0 v. Bell, 186 U.S.App.D.C. -- 

397, 569 F.2d 636 (1977). We have provided members of the 

Committee and your staff with copies of the eloquent opinions 

in those cases, written by Judge Spotswood W. Robinson, III. 

Those actions were brought by Ralph0 and Melong on behalf 
- 

or all of the Micronesians who had been similarly ill-treated 
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by the Micronesian Claims Commission. Instead of receiving 

each &im and the evidence to support it, and making a 

judgment based upon the merits of each case, the Commission 

at the very outset of the program set up arbitrary values for 

every conceivable kind of loss. It then proceeded to grind 

out the decisions one after another in exactly the same amounts, 

without regard to the specific losses suffered by each claimant, 

despite the clear statutory mandate that the Commission was to 

"render final decisions in accordance with the laws of the Trust 

Territory of the Pacific Islands and international law." 

50 U.S.C.App. S2019c(a). 

When the plaintiffs in Melong and Ralph0 were successful 

on appeal, the cases were remanded to the District Court, where 

for the first time the class action issue was reached by the 

trial judge. Despite the fact that all of the Micronesian 

claimants had received the same standardized mistreatment by 

the Commission, the District Court denied relief for anyone 

other than those who had actually been named in the complaint. 

We have appealed that decision, the briefs are all in for 

both sides and we expect the Court to hear the appeal sometime 

in the next few months. Copies of our briefs and the briefs 

filed by the government have been provided to this Committee. 

We are aware that two years ago, in its deliberations _ 

upon-the Omnibus Territories Act of 1977, this Committee felt 

that because of the pendency of this litigation, legislation 
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to pay the outstanding and unpaid final awards of the Micronesian 

Claims Commission should not be enacted. S.Rep.No. 95-332, 

95th Cong., 1st Sess. 7 (1977). We must respectfully disagree 

with this conclusion. In the original legislation, a total 

of $10 million was available for the payment of awards under 

Title I, for losses suffered during the actual hostilities. 

50 U.S.C.App. S20191a). One-half was a contribution from Japan 

and the other one-half was contributed by the United States. 

The total of all claims filed by Micronesians under Title I 

is about $2.5 billion. 1976 FCSC Ann. Rep. 102. The total 

amount awarded by the Commission was only $34.3 million, or 

98% less than the total of all claims. Id. 

Under Title II, the total amount claimed was about $11.1 

billion. Id. The total of all awards granted by the Corranission 

under Title II is $32.6 million, a difference when compared 

with the total amount claimed of over 99%. fd. 

To a great extent, the disparity between the amount claimed 

and the amount awarded is the result of the arbitrary manner 

in which the Commission ignored solid evidence and the 

applicable legal measure of damages. That is the issue which 

is being litigated by our clients. If they are successful, 

each and every claimant who elects to do so must be given 

the opportunity to have his claim reopened, properly heard 

and correctly decided. This, can only result in an increase 

- 

in the total amount of the awards. 
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It seems to us that the awards of the Commission which 

are gatstanding and unpaid are a bare minimum of the actual 

amount of the losses suffered, which the Micronesian Claims 

program was intended to compensate. Payment of these losses 

by the United States was, to be sure, ex qratia and we do not 

advocate approval of section 102 on any other basis than that 

it is the morally right and proper thing to do, just as was 

the original $5 million appropriation. Enactment of the 

original progrk was seen as another way of the United States 

to fulfill its "responsibility for the welfare of the Micronesian 

people" under the Trusteeship Agreement. 85 Stat. 92; 

117 Cong. Rec. 18973-90 (daily ed., June 9, 1971). 

In that same spirit, we urge you to authorize at least 

that amount of money necessary to pay the United States' 

50% share of the outstanding, unpaid claims awards. 
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FEDERAL PROGRAMS * 

Section 104 of H.R. 3756 would prohibit the executive 

branch of the United States from reducing any federal program 

before or after the termination df the Trusteeship. This 

section is a reaffirmation of the positive promises of the 

Trusteeship Agreement. It is especially necessary now, in 

view of the unilateral decision of the Department of the 

Interior to reduce and terminate all federal programs by 

1981, the year when it is propsed that the Trusteeship will 

end. 

The Unilateral Decision 

There is no doubt that it is now departmental policy at 

Interior to curtail and eliminate all the federal programs 

in Micronesia. On December 8, 1978, during a radio interview, 

Ambassador Peter Rosenblatt stated: "Federal programs will 

end with the Trusteeship with the exception of a few technical 

programs to be identified in our compact with the Micronesian 

governments." And in a letter dated February 27, 1979, 

Interior Under Secretary James A. Joseph told then H.E.W. 

Secretary Califano that the Interior Department "wi?-1 not 

seek or recommend new authorization for Federal programs to 
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be extended to the Trust Territory," will request other 

Federal agencies not to increase their existing programs to 

the Trust Territory" and will eliminate or phase out the 

existing federal programs. 

This decision has raised a storm of protest from citizens 

and elected political leaders of the Trust Territory. For 

example, the Speaker of the Congress of the Federated States 

of Micronesia, the Honorable Bethwel Henry, in a letter to 

Interior Secretary Andrus dated July 17, 1979, stated that 

"there is no provision in [the Trusteeship Agreement] that 

would justify a phasing-down of programs which promote the 

economic and educational advancement and the health of the 

inhabitants of the Trust Territory during the life of the 

Agreement." There have also been numerous resolutions, 

petitions and memorials from various Micronesian groups and 

associations. There has been no meaningful response to 

any of this by the Department of Interior. 

The Programs Cut 

The reductions can be 

Year 1979, $21,395,664 was 

in Micronesia; Fiscal Year 

43%; and Fiscal Year 1981, 

Trusteeship, $9,489,622, a 

briefly summarized. As of Fiscal 

budgetted for the federal progrcams 

1980, $12,091,622, a reduction of 

the supposed last year of the 

reduction of 22%. 
- 

There are approximately 77 categorical federal programs 

now operating in the Trust Territory. A list of them, and 

a program description of each has been provided to this Committee 
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for its perusal. Also provided is another list of programs 

which*sets out how each is to be terminated. 

The programs are addressed to concerns in social welfare, 

health, education and culture, and to merely read their 

names is to see how the programs are part of the specific 

performance by the United States of its promises in the 

Trusteeship Agreement. 

Education Programs 

For example, in the area of education, there was $945,651 

in Fiscal Year 1978 for Bilingual Education under Title VII 

of Elementary and Secondary Education Act, $527,608 for Fiscal 

Year 1979, and none for 1980 and 1981. Another example is 

the scaling down of three different programs for the handicapped. 

Vocational Rehabilitation 

FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980 FY 1981 

$400,000 400,000 0 0 

Vocational Rehabilitation Innovation and Expansion 

FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980 FY 1981 

$ 50,000 50,000 0 0 

Education for the Handicapped 

FY 1978 FY 1979 FY 1980 FY 1981 

$732,554 732,554 400,000 400,000 

The Trusteeship Agreement obligates the United States "to 
- 

promote the education advancement of the inhabitants, and 

to this end [the United States] shall take steps towards the 
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establishment of a general system of elementary education; 

facilitate the vocational and cultural advancement of the 

population: and shall encourage qualified students to pursue 

high education, including training on the professional level." 

61 Stat. 3303 (19471. 

Health Programs 

In the area of health, where the United States in the 

Trusteeship Agreementpromisedto "protect the health of the 

inhabitants," 61 Stat. 3303, there was $302,374 budgeted 

for Maternal and Child Health for Fiscal Year 1978, $575,800 

for Fiscal Year 1979, $475,000 for Fiscal Year 1980, and 

$375,000 for Fiscal Year 1981, a yearly decline of $100,000. 

The Comprehensive Public Health Service grant of $413,500 for 

Fiscal Year 1979 would be reduced to $400,000 for each of 

Fiscal Years 1980 and 1981. 

The Right of Self-Determination 

There are numerous other specific examples. But there 

is a more fundamental problem here. Before stating it, it 

is important to realize that these programs are not exercises 

in altruism, that we are not dealing here with eleemosynany 

activities on the part of the United States, that the people 

of Micronesia are not mindicants. The United States drafted 

the Trusteeship Agreement which.gave it the right to establish 

military bases and station armed forces in Micronesia (see 
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Art.ic$ 5 of the Tnasteeship Agreement, 61 Stat. 3302). In 

return for this, it imposed upon itself the series of specific 

obligations which we set forth at the outset. Paramount 

among these is the promise to foster the development of 

political institutions in the Trust Territory, and to promote 

the development of the people of the Trust Territory toward 

self-government or independence. Towards this end, the 

United States agreed to give to the people of the Trust 

Territory a progressively increasing share in the administrative 

services and develop their participation in government. 

This new policy of the Department of Interior is a 

retrograde step against the development of democratic 

institutions in the Trust Territory, since in effect it says 

that it will decide what is and is not good for the people 

of Micronesia. It also will put the fledgling governments 

in Micronesia on a weakened basis, at one of the most crucial 

times of nationhood, that of birth. It is hard to think of 

a more undemocratic and anti-democratic act by the Interior 

Department, especially in view of the consistent support 

Congress has given the people of Micronesia by extending 

these federal programs to the Trust Territory. 

Violation of Congressional Policy 

The decision by the Department of Interior to terminate 

the federal programs in the Trust Territory also violates 

the constitutional power vested in Congress to appropriate 
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monies, a:ld it is further a discriminatory act depriving the 

people of Micronesia 

violation of the Due 

to the Constitution. 

The 

of equal protection of the laws, in 

Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment 

Human Consequences 

The effect of the policy is not only destructive of 

the developing political institutions in the Trust Territory, 

but it has a devastating impact upon the human beings who 

are the beneficiaries of these federal programs. A sworn 

statement by one of our clients, Teresita Gilibpin of Yap, 

is a poignant example of this. Ms. Gilibpin has a seventeen 

year-old son who is enrolled in the Yap Vocational Rehabilitation 

Program because his left leg was amputated at the hip. 

Vocational Rehabilitation was to have terminated at the end 

of September last. Ms. Gilibpin's affidavit says: 

If the program is eliminated in September 

of 1979, as is projected, my son is likely to 

suffer greatly. Sometime in late July my son 

is scheduled to visit Majuro Hospital, Marshall 

Islands, to be measured for a prosthetic device. 

In that the program will soon be terminated, his 

scheduled trip to the Marshalls may be cancelled. 

Even if he is successfully measured for the 
I 

prosthetic device, the program may not be able 

to order it before its scheduled termination. 
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Even if he is messurzd for, and does receive * 

the prosthetic dt:vicc!, he will only be in the 

middle of his comprehensive plan, which calls 

for continued medical evaluation, counselling 

services, and a new prosthetic device if he 

continues to grow at the same rate that he has 

been growing. 

A Recommendation 

Since the many federal programs which have been reduced 

or eliminated have such far reaching effects, we think it 

is imperative that this Committee condemn the unilateral 

decision of the Department and call upon the Secretary to 

appear before it in a special hearing to explain his actions. 

Let him provide detailed information on precisely which programs 

are being curtailed and the exact effects of such reductions. 

If any federal assistance programs are to be denied to 

Micronesia, let that be a decision of the Congress, after 

due deliberation, not a decision in camera by the Secretary - 

of the Interior. He has abused his discretion. Let his 

powers be curtailed accordingly. 

CONCLUSION 

Thank you very much for the opportunity of appearing 

before this Committee. We will be happy to confer with you - 

or your staff upon request. 


